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Abstract

This thesis presents studies on dissociation of two model molecules: Butadiene and Cyclopropane. Tunable synchrotron radiation was used to ionize or excite the molecules in the gas phase, and the momentum correlation of the resulting fragment ions were measured using a 3D momenta coincident ion spectroscopy. The experimental results were interpreted with the aid of ab-initio quantum calculation. This allows us to gain insight into the fundamental processes behind the molecular dissociation, that how correlated electronic and nuclear dynamics drive molecular dissociation.

Tunable XUV-radiation was used to doubly ionize molecules to different states. By comparing experimental and theoretical values for appearance energy and kinetic energy released of the dissociation channels, electronic gateway state of each dissociation channels were identified. By analysing the momentum vector of ion pairs as a function of photon energy and internal energy sharing in the dissociative double ionization channels, mechanisms of double ionization (direct or indirect) processes were investigated. The studies shed light on the electron-electron and electron-nuclear correlation effects in the molecules.

Tunable X-rays were used to selectively excite a localized core electron to different valence orbitals, and the subsequent autoionization and dissociation processes were studied by analysing the correlated momentum of ionic fragments. In butadiene, the dependence of molecular dissociation on the initial site of core-hole was studied for the chemically shifted terminal and central carbon core-electrons excitation. In cyclopropane the dependence of molecular dissociation on the changing of the molecular bonding character was studied for different core-to-valence excitations. The studies indicated the importance of the ultra-fast nuclear dynamics initiated within a few femtosecond core-hole lifetime changing the picture of electron-electron correlation in autoionization processes and leading to specific dissociation channels.
Preface

This thesis reports theoretical and experimental studies on the fragmentation of free molecules. The body of this work is consisted of the following papers, which in the text are referred to as paper I, paper II, paper III, paper IV, and paper V.

I. Dissociative double-photoionization of butadiene in the 25-45 eV energy range using 3-D multi-coincidence ion momentum imaging spectrometry


Tunable XUV-radiation was used to doubly ionize butadiene. The subsequent two- and three-body fragmentation processes are investigated using 3D-momenta coincident ion spectroscopy. The fragment angular distributions indicate a high probability for direct double-ionization to the "gateway states" to specific dissociation channels. Using *ab-initio* calculations, the electronic states of the molecular dication are identified; double-ionization from $\pi$-orbitals selectively triggers conformational rearrangement that depends upon the dication electronic state, which effectively acts as a gateway for H-migration and dissociation reaction pathways.

II. Site-selective dissociation upon core-electronic excitation in butadiene


Soft X-rays were used to core excite butadiene to unoccupied $\pi^*$ orbital. The
role of the initial charge localization was investigated by site-selective core-electron excitation. Dissociation channels identified in paper I are used to pinpoint the connection to symmetry breaking which is correlated to the core-hole localization. Using partly deuteriated d₄-butadiene, the site of terminal and central C-H bond dissociations are distinguished. The results show that the initial charge localization on the terminal carbon survives during autoionization and it enhances localized C-H(D) bond dissociation. The role of symmetry breaking on charge localization on the terminal carbon is reflected in the rate of H-migration and asymmetric dissociation.

III. Dissociation of cyclopropane in the double ionization continuum

Shabnam Oghbaie, Mathieu Gisselbrecht, Erik P. Månsson, Joakim Laksman, Christian Stråhlman, Anna Sankari, and Stacey L. Sörensen


Tunable XUV-light was used to doubly ionize cyclopropane. Bond-selective dissociation in the ionization energy range of 25-35 eV has been investigated. With the aid of ab initio quantum calculations dication states and their favoured fragmentation pathways are determined, and compared with the experimental appearance energy and kinetic energy released of dissociation. The results confirm that sequential double ionization processes coupled via ring-opening nuclear motion lead to intense dissociation channels below the vertical double ionization potential. Dissociation channels appearing above the vertical double ionization threshold are preceded by double ionization processes predominantly within the Franck-Condon region populating excited dication states.

IV. Frequency tuning drives nuclear dynamics in carbon 1s excitation in cyclopropane

Shabnam Oghbaie, Mathieu Gisselbrecht, Joakim Laksman, Erik P. Månsson, Bart Oostenrijk, Noelle Walsh, Anna Sankari, and Stacey L. Sörensen

In manuscript

Soft X-rays were used for core-electron state-selective excitation of cyclopropane to different π*, σ* orbitals. Branching ratios of the dissociation channels identified in the paper III are measured using ion-ion coincidence mass-spectroscopy to pinpoint the connection between the anti-bonding character of the core-to-valence
excited states and Auger decay population of dissociation gateway states. The results indicate that the dissociation pattern changes in such a way that reflects the anti-bonding character of the core-excited states mainly remains during Auger decay thus populating repulsive states for the dissociation channels in the double ionization continuum.

V. Molecular dynamics of NH$_3$ induced by core-electron excitation

Noelle Walsh, Anna Sankari, Joakim Laksman, Tomas Andersson, Shabnam Oghbaie, Feras Afaneh, Erik P. Månsson, Mathieu Gisselbrecht and Stacey L. Sorensen


Soft X-rays were used for tuning the photon energy over ammonia N1s-4a$_1$ excitation. The angular distribution of two-body dissociation products is measured. The well-defined angular anisotropy of the fragment strongly changes as a function of the photon energy, which suggests a very rapid hydrogen atom motion changes the molecular geometry (from the pyramidal to the planar geometry) within a few femtosecond, *i.e.* during core-hole lifetime.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Absorption of light by molecules is a fundamentally important process for chemistry and biology, for planetary atmospheres and for energy conversion devices. The fate of a photoexcited molecule depends upon the energy of the photon, and upon the molecule and its environment. It is clear that photoabsorption puts the molecule in an unstable electronic state, and that the response is generally very rapid. This can take place in several ways: via electronic decay on the attosecond to femtosecond timescale [1, 2], via nuclear rearrangement (e.g., isomerization and dissociation) on the femtosecond to microsecond time scale [3], or via optical emission (fluorescence) generally on nanosecond timescale [4]. One area of particular interest is to achieve "selectivity" in photochemical reactions [5, 6, 7]. Tuning the irradiating photon energy can potentially fulfill the "selectivity" criterion of light-driven chemical reactions [8, 9]. Using tunable synchrotron radiation in the soft x-ray range, a charge/hole can be localized at particular atomic sites in a molecule (by photoionization or photoexcitation). This initiates a process that can be monitored using spectroscopy that can image the temporal evolution of electronic and nuclear motion [10, 11, 12]. However, deeper insight into the temporal processes at the molecular level are necessary in order to take the advantage of the "selectivity" of the light-driven chemical reactions. This thesis also emphasizes the temporal perspectives, and addresses the questions of the timescale of different processes initiated by photoexcitation, in what order electronic and nuclear motion take place, and how they affect on each other?

There are relatively few classes of photochemical reactions governing biology and processes of importance in life science [13]. One of them, for instance, is trans-cis isomerization which is of critical importance to biology [7, 14, 15], which is also one of the subjects addressed in this work. Since isomerization occurs on the femtosecond
to picosecond timescale [15, 7], ultrafast time-resolved methods are necessary to follow the reaction in real time. Until recently, it has been a challenging task to directly determine the structure of molecules on ultrafast timescales. In this work, using a combination of advanced light sources and coincidence imaging spectrometry we are able to investigate the molecular dynamics coupled to site-selective excitation. For time-resolved measurements we take the advantage of a selectively populated electronic state with a few femtosecond lifetime as a clock for subsequent nuclear motions.

In particular, core-excited states in light elements decay preferentially via radiationless (Auger) decay, and these states are extremely short-lived [16, 17]. The short core-hole lifetime creates a situation where Auger decay competes with nuclear motion on the low femtosecond timescale. Chapter 2 covers the fundamental processes focusing on the photoabsorption and nuclear dynamics. Chapter 3 reviews the theoretical approximations for solving the Schrödinger equation for molecules that are implemented in the thesis and the computational methods employed in the calculations. Experimental methods and synchrotron radiation are discussed in Chapter 4, and results are presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2

Molecular interaction with photons

2.1 Photon-electron interaction

One of the most familiar light-matter interaction process is photoionization. Photoionization was initially discovered by Heinrich Hertz in 1887 [18] as the photoelectric effect, in which light irradiating metal leads to an electron ejection, the so-called photoelectron. At that time, the reason that low-frequency light does not cause electron emission while high-frequency light does, independent of the intensity of light, was incompatible with classical picture to scientists. In 1905 Einstein [19] provided an explanation based on Planck’s constant, $h$, and the quantisation of electromagnetic radiation, in which the energy of the quanta is directly proportional to the frequency, $E = hv$. Einstein proposed the correlation between the photon energy, $hv$, and the kinetic energy, $E_k$, of the photoelectron by $W = hv - E_k$, where $W$ is the work function i.e. the minimum energy required to remove an electron from the material.

For free molecules the picture of photoionization was further developed in 1934 by Koopmans’ theorem [20] stating that the energy required to remove an electron from an orbital, on the assumption that the remaining electrons do not adjust their distributions, is the one-electron energy. Therefore, we may equate the one-electron orbital energy (or binding energy, $E_B$) with the ionization energy of the electron from that orbital, $E_I = E_B$. According to the molecular orbital (MO) theory [21], the molecular electronic wavefunction, $\Psi_j$, is constructed from Linear Combinations of constituent Atomic Orbitals (LCAO), $\Psi_j = \sum c_{ij}\psi_i$, where the $c_{ij}$ coefficients are quantitatively calculated using the Hartree–Fock or self-consistent field (SCF) methods [for further information see section 3.1]. In the simplest case, when a single
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The absorption of a photon by a molecule, the binding energy of the electron, and, as illustrated later, bonding characteristic of the corresponding MO, can be determined by \( E_B = h\nu - E_k \). This means that by exposing a molecule to tunable light we can ionize an electron or localize a hole/charge in different sub-shells of the molecule, and rearrange the atomic combination in different ways. The basic rule is that the lower binding energy electrons (valence electrons) of different atoms effectively overlap making chemical bonds between atoms, while the highest binding energy electrons (core electrons) do not overlap and remain localized on the constituent atoms. For instance, in butadiene combination of the four \( \text{C}_{\text{p}2} \) atomic orbitals lying perpendicular to the \((xy)\) molecular plane leads to creation of four \( \pi\)-symmetric MOs [see Fig. 2.1], with different bonding characteristics on terminal and central carbon-carbon bonds. The Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) is mostly localized on the terminal bonds, while the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) is mostly anti-bonding on these sites. The HOMO-1 is mostly localized on the central bond, while the LUMO+1 is mostly anti-bonding on this site. Therefore, ionization from the HOMO or electron excitation to the LUMO both reduce the bonding character of the terminal \( \text{C} = \text{C} \) bonds, and ionization from the HOMO-1 or excitation to the LUMO+1 both reduce the bonding character of the central \( \text{C} = \text{C} \) bond. Furthermore, due to the different chemical environments around the terminal and central sites, the terminal and central core electrons have different potential energies leading to the so-called chemical shift [22]. Thereby, using a tunable light source one can resonantly excite the core electrons from the terminal or central site into different unoccupied \( \pi\)-symmetric MOs, and manipulate both site-selective and bond-selective behaviour (e.g. dissociation).

2.1.1 Valence-electron ionization

In molecule the removal of valence electrons, which strongly contribute to chemical bonding, may result in the molecule breaking apart; however, manipulation of molecular bonds is not as simple as suggested by the MO picture of ionization. The significance of electron correlations on the hole/charge density and on molecular dissociation was illuminated in an experimental study of a peptide carbon-chain dissociation. The results show that just that after photoionization from a MO localized on one end of the chain, the molecule rapidly (within a few 100 fs) dissociates on the other end of the chain [11, 12]. Thereafter, this idea was inspired that by creation of a hole/charge in molecules, electronic correlation effects might trigger ultra-fast
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Figure 2.1: The $\pi$-symmetric molecular orbitals and chemically shifted core orbitals in butadiene. Depending on the energy of the incoming photon, we can either directly remove an electron from the valence orbitals or selectively excite a core electron from the chemically shifted terminal and central sites into unoccupied valence orbitals.

Charge migration/oscillation through the electronic cloud of the molecule, which might erase the initial hole/charge localization at the time of molecular dissociation [23, 24, 25]. Recently, application of attosecond techniques on molecules offers the possibility of detecting ultra-fast charge-migration dynamics on a sub femtosecond timescale which is much shorter than the molecular vibrational response [26].

Long before these interpretations, evidence of electronic correlation effects have been observed in the photoelectron spectra of atoms. It was found that by internal relaxation upon single photoionization, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.2 (a), the internal energy is partitioned into multiple excitation and ionization, the so-called satellite relaxation: following inner-valence electron ionization due to the sudden change the remaining electrons do not have enough time to adjust themselves to the new energy states. Therefore, it is possible that, after the ionization of the first electron, another electron shakes to a higher orbital (shake-up) leading to two-hole one-particle $M^{++}$ electronic configurations [27] or into the continuum (shake-off) leading to two-hole $M^{++}$ electronic configurations [2] [see Fig. 2.2 (a)]. The basic rule is that if the electron correlation effects are weak, as is often the case for outer-valence electrons, the MO picture of ionization fits the photoelectron spectrum well, including distinct main lines corresponding to one-hole electronic configurations; and if electron correlation effects are strong, as is typically the case for inner-valence electrons, the MO picture of ionization breaks down and the photoelectron spectrum represents a continuous series of $m$-hole $n$-particle satellite lines, indicating ultra-fast hole/charge migration through the system. For instance, in Fig. 2.3 (a) the photoelectron spectrum of butadiene measured at 280 eV photon energy is compared
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram shows different internal electronic relaxation processes following valence ionization (a) and core-electron excitation (b). The valence ionization may coincide with shake-up to two-hole one-particle $M^{++}$ states with another excited electron or with shake-off to two-hole $M^{+}$ states with another ionized electron (a). The core-excitation follows by Auger decay (b). The exciting electron might participate in the decay leads to population of one-hole $M^{+}$ states or stays as a spectator leads to population of two-hole one-particle $M^{++}$ states. Auger decay accompanied with a shake-off process leads to two-hole $M^{++}$ final states.

with the MO picture of ionization. The comparison, to a great extent, correlates the photoelectron peaks to the ionized states with a vacancy in the molecular orbitals. However, for higher energy states the shape of the peaks converge to a broad Lorentzian-type, which according to the Cederbaum et al. [25] is an evidence of the breakdown phenomenon of the MO picture of ionization.

2.1.2 Core-electron excitation

One approach to site-selective localization of a hole/charge in molecules is core electron excitation or ionization. Due to the atomic character of the core electrons in molecules the creation of a core-hole should not drive any hole/charge migration
by itself. However, due to the increased nuclear charge on the valence electrons, the core-hole is rapidly (in a few femtosecond) filled by a valence-electron and the released energy of the core-hole filling is transferred to other valence electrons leading to "autoionization", via so-called Auger decay\footnote{Core-hole vacancies in molecules decay on an ultra-fast timescale by fluorescence or radiationless Auger decay. In general, for low energy transitions, e.g., light elements or high-lying inner-shells in heavier elements, Auger decay is the dominant (98.99\%) relaxation process\cite{28} and occurs on a timescale of $10^{-15}$ to $10^{-14}$ s.}, populating singly and doubly ionized states\cite{29,1}. In general, the core-hole lifetime ($\Gamma$) is determined by partial Auger decay cross-section in terms of Coulomb matrix elements of the form:

$$\Gamma \propto \langle \Psi_{v1} \Psi_{v2} | \frac{e^2}{r_{12}} | \Psi_{\text{core}} \Psi_{\text{continuum}} \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)$$

where the rate of core-hole filling, $\Psi_{v1} \rightarrow \Psi_{\text{core}}$, depends significantly on the overlap between the valence and core electron wavefunctions, and thus, on the electron density around the initially excited atom. This has been experimentally confirmed for fluoromethane molecules ($\text{CH}_x\text{F}_y$) and generally in molecules with electronegative ligands, in which lifetime broadening of the C1s photoelectron dramatically decreases with increasing number of electronegative atoms\cite{30,31,32}. However, in order to properly describe the degree of localization of the final states electron correlation effects must also be considered in autoionization of valence electrons, $\Psi_{v2} \rightarrow \Psi_{\text{continuum}}$, which may obscure the role of the initial core-hole localization on the final-state population\cite{33}.

Auger decay can be separated into participator and spectator. These processes are shown schematically in Fig. 2.2 (b). Participator Auger decay might lead to one-hole configuration $M^+$, identical to the states populated by direct valence ionization. The spectral weights of core-hole final states are, however, different than those created by direct valence ionization because the initial state is different and the deexcitation is driven by the Coulomb operator, rather than the dipole operator which governs the direct ionization process. In spectator Auger decay the excited electron is not involved but remains a spectator and two other (valence) electrons take part in the decay. Thus, this process leads to two-hole one-particle $M^{++}$ final states, identical to the shake-up final states shown in Fig. 2.2 (a).

An illustrative example is butadiene, where localized Auger decay can be studied by comparison of the Auger decay of the terminal and central carbon core holes. In Fig. 2.3 (b) photoemission after the terminal and central C1s-$\pi^*$ resonance excitations is monitored. The localized core-hole filling is mostly reflected in the population...
Figure 2.3: Photoelectron spectrum of butadiene measured at 280 eV photon energy is shown with the calculated MO energies at the level of cc-pVTZ basis set (a). MO nomenclature is based on the molecular symmetry and the irreducible representations of the $C_{2h}$ point group to which the equilibrium geometry of butadiene belongs. Resonant Auger spectra measured upon terminal and central C1s to $\pi^*$ excitation (b). The localized character of the core-hole filling is well reflected on the rate of Auger decay populating one-hole final states.

of one-hole final states: the rate of Auger decay leading to ionization of $1b_g$ orbital (mostly making terminal C=C bonds), $6b_u$ orbital (making terminal C-H bonds), and $5b_u$ orbital (making terminal C=C and C-H bonds) is enhanced after terminal C1s excitation, and rate of Auger decay leading to ionization of $1a_u$ orbital (mostly making central C=C bond) is enhanced after central C1s excitation. The localization effect and hole vacancy is not easy to detect when higher binding energy electrons contribute to the Auger decay. In paper II the degree of localization in Auger decay to double ionization continuum is studied using ion-ion coincidence measurements.

2.2 Electronic predetermination of nuclear motion

One of the main questions to address in this thesis is to what extent electronic processes can influence or determine molecular dissociation. An important condition
that makes the relationship between the electronic state of a molecule and its geometry meaningful is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation \[34\]. It states that motion of the electrons are much faster than motion of the nuclei, justified by thousand times lighter mass of electron, and can be decoupled: \[ \Psi_{\text{tot}}(r_i; R_i) = \Psi_{\text{elec}}(r_i; R_i)\Psi_{\text{nuc}}(R_i), \]
where \( r_i \) stands for electronic coordinates and \( R_i \) for nuclear coordinates. This approximation simplifies the application of the Schrödinger equation to molecules, \[ H\Psi(\overrightarrow{r}_i; \overrightarrow{R}_i) = E\Psi(\overrightarrow{r}_i; \overrightarrow{R}_i), \]
where electronic energy is determined by the chosen coordinate \( R \) of the nuclei and varying the coordinate \( R \) in small steps and repeatedly solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. Since the procedure of recalculating the potential energy as a function of nuclear coordinates is reminiscent of the conditions for the adiabatic theorem, this manner of obtaining a potential energy surface (PES) is often referred to as the adiabatic approximation, and the PES itself is called an adiabatic surface.

In general, in order to study the evolution of the nuclear geometry on an electronic state, geometry optimization calculation over all degrees of freedom of molecule is required [for further information see section 3.2]. For a (non-linear) molecule consist of \( N \) atoms, nuclear motion is described by the derivatives of the multidimensional PES\(^2\) along \( 3N-6 \) nuclear coordinates, known as vibrational normal mode (e.g. stretching, bending, torsion, etc.). For molecules consisting of more than three atoms (\( >3 \) vibrational modes), dissociation is most likely preceded by isomerization processes, where a mixture of different vibrational modes leads to rearrangement into another molecule which has exactly the same atoms, e.g. conformational trans to cis rearrangement, hydrogen migration in unsaturated hydrocarbons (CH\(_2\)=CH-R \( \leftrightarrow \) CH\(_3\)-C=R*) replacing order of \( \pi \)-bonds, or ring-deformation in cycloalkanes, etc. In general, the key to controlling dissociation and accompanying isomerization processes in molecular ions is to prepare them in specific electronic states from which the reaction proceeds through a desired pathway on multidimensional PESs towards a certain set of final fragment products. This interpretation, based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, however, fails when nuclei move as fast as electrons. This can happen when electronic states are close enough to vibronically interact with or cross each other, a situation known as a conical intersection (CI) [see Fig. 2.4 (b)], and non-adiabatic behaviour of internal energy relaxation occurs through subtle correlated electronic and nuclear motions. The failure of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

\[^{2}\text{The PES might define the energy as a function of one or more coordinates; if there is only one coordinate, the surface is called a potential energy curve, and if there are two coordinates, the surface is called a landscape.}\]
approximation can also happen following core-electron excitation (ionization) where ultrafast nuclear motion (in particular for low-mass hydrogen atoms) takes place prior to Auger decay, i.e. in a few femtoseconds \[35, 36\]. In this thesis, we mostly focus on the non-adiabatic processes of molecules acting as key to controlling dissociation dynamics.

Figure 2.4: Photoelectron spectrum of cyclopropane (a) taken from ref [37]. Jahn-Teller splitting of the orbitally degenerate \(3e'\) states along symmetry breaking \(e'\)-ring deformation \((v_{11})\) is visible. In the adiabatic representation of PESs along the ring-opening coordinates avoided crossing at the geometry of \(D_{3h}\) symmetry creates two states of \(C_{2v}\) symmetry (b).

### 2.2.1 Jahn-Teller Symmetry breaking

In 1937, Hermann Jahn and Edward Teller postulated a theorem \[38\] stating that "stability and degeneracy are not possible simultaneously unless the molecule is a linear one" in regards to its electronic state. This implies that preparing a nonlinear molecule in a spatially degenerate electronic state causes the molecule to distort spontaneously in such a way that the degeneracy is lifted and a new equilibrium structure of lower symmetry is attained. The well-known example of Jahn-Teller distortion occurs in cyclopropane \[39\]. The MO sequence of cyclopropane can be written as \((1a_1^2) (1e^21e^2) (2a_2^2) (2e^22e^2) (1a_2^{e2}) (3a_1^2) (1e'^21e'^2) (3e'^23e'^2) (2a_2'^2) (1a_1'^2) (4e'^4e') (5e'^5e')\). The Jahn-Teller instability is created by ionization (excitation) of occupied degenerate orbitals, and also by electron excitation to unoccupied degener-
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ate orbitals. For instance, photoionization of the two outer-most doubly degenerate $3e'$ ($\sigma_{C-C}$) and $1e''$ ($\pi_{CH_2}$) orbitals are studied in the photoelectron spectrum [37] shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). Due to the large amount of ring strain in the triangular carbon structure of $D_{3h}$ symmetry an effective Jahn-Teller distortion occurs upon ionization of $3e'$, while no evidence of splitting is seen upon the $1e''$ ionization. The extensive association of the first Jahn-Teller component of the $3e'^{-1}$ band with the C-C ring-deformation $\nu_{11}$ vibrational mode indicates the internal energy releasing pathway of $3e'^{-1}$ ionization. Theoretically two equally minimized energy pathways were revealed for the $3e'^{-1}$ states, as the adiabatic representation of PESs are shown in Fig. 2.4 (b), where the geometry of $D_{3h}$ symmetry distorts either by one elongated C-C bond or by two elongated C-C bond leading to two geometries of $C_{2v}$ symmetry. In papers III and IV the Jahn-Teller instability of cyclopropane following double ionization and core-electron excitation is addressed as a key factor to controlling subsequent dissociation dynamics.

2.2.2 Symmetry breaking upon core-hole localization

The process of a local excitation through promotion of a core electron to an unoccupied valence orbital often leads to rapid nuclear geometry change [40]. This is due to the sudden change in potential that leads to different equilibrium geometry in core-excited states. Nuclear geometry change upon core-electron excitation (or ionization) can be predicted using the equivalent core "Z+1" model [41, 42]. The underlying picture of the model is straightforward. The removal of a core electron in an atom with nuclear charge "Z" effectively increases the nuclear charge "seen" by the valence electrons. For these electrons, the core of the ion is nearly identical to that of the neutral atom but with a nuclear charge "Z+1".

In molecules of equivalent core-level sites, proceeding via symmetry breaking nuclear motion is essential for core-hole localization. An illustrative example is butadiene with the two equivalent terminal carbons chemically shifted from the two equivalent central carbons. According to the "Z+1" model, the equilibrium geometry of the terminal carbon C1s to $\pi^*$ excitation, represented by the equilibrium geometry of neutral NH$_2$CHCHCH$_2$, differs from the equilibrium geometry of the central carbon C1s to $\pi^*$ excitation, represented by the equilibrium geometry of neutral CH$_2$NHCHCH$_2$. Using geometry optimization calculation the equilibrium geometries are obtained with bent geometries where adjacent hydrogen atoms connected to the excited atom place out of the molecular plane. A schematic cut through the
Figure 2.5: Total ion yield spectrum of butadiene for C1s excitation to $\pi^*(2\text{au})$ (a). The vibrational contributions are fitted using a Voigt function. A cut through PES of terminal and central core-excited states are calculated using "$Z+1$" approximation (b), with bent equilibrium geometries for the core-excited states. Promotion of C1s from chemically shifted terminal and central sites of butadiene leads to two doubly degenerate core-excited states separated along the symmetry breaking nuclear motion.

PESs of the terminal and central core-hole states along the out-of-plane symmetry breaking coordinate are shown in Fig. 2.5 (b), suggesting that symmetry breaking occurs to a greater extent upon terminal core-hole localization. This is justified, based upon the bonding characteristics of the $\pi^*$ orbital (LUMO), which is antibonding on the terminal and bonding on the central site. Provided that nuclear evolution occurs within the core-hole lifetime, it can effectively localize the core hole during subsequent Auger decay and potentially increases control of subsequent dissociation. Although a few femtosecond lifetime of the butadiene core-excited states is enough for light mass of hydrogen atom to initiate motion (H-atom migration in hydrocarbons typically occurs on a few tens of femtosecond [43]), it prohibits the symmetry-broken system to reach the equilibrium geometry. However, comparison of the resonant Auger spectra upon terminal and central core electron excitation [see Fig. 2.3 (b)] shows that the memory of core-hole localization during Auger decay is retained to a greater extent for terminal carbon excitation, which might pinpoint the role of symmetry breaking on "degree of localization" in Auger decay, which is the subject of paper II.
Probing PES

One approach to study the potential energy surface of a core-excited state is by tuning the photon energy over the electronic transitions and collecting all of the ions or electrons. In Fig. 2.5 (a) total ion yield\(^3\) spectrum of C1s to \((2a_u)\pi^*\) excitation of butadiene is shown. The spectrum shows a 0.64 eV chemical shift between the terminal and central C1s excitation. The vibrational features associated in the terminal and central excitation are indicated using the Voigt (Lorentzian+Gaussian) profile fitting. The vibrational excitation on both sites mostly correspond to the in-plane C-C stretching modes (B), however, upon terminal excitation a C-H stretching vibration (C) with 375-385 meV energy and a weak out-of-plane (HCH bending+CH\(_2\)-CH torsional) vibration (A) with 100-120 meV energy also contribute to the spectrum, in analogy with vibrational excitation in ethylene C1s to \(\pi^*\) excitation [36].

\[ \text{C1s} \rightarrow \pi^* \]

\[ \text{HCH} + \text{CH}_2\text{-CH} \rightarrow \text{C-H} \]

\[ \text{Total Ion Yield} \]

\[ \text{C}_4\text{H}_6 \]

\[ \text{C}_4\text{D}_6 \]

\[ \text{C}_4\text{H}_2\text{D}_4 \]

\[ \text{Photon energy/ eV} \]

\[ 284.00 \quad 284.25 \quad 284.50 \quad 284.75 \quad 285.00 \quad 285.25 \]

\[ \text{Figure 2.6: Total ion yield spectra of } \text{C}_4\text{H}_6, \text{C}_4\text{H}_2\text{D}_6, \text{and } \text{C}_4\text{D}_6 \text{ for C1s excitation to } \pi^* (2a_u). \]

One way of unambiguously distinguishing vibrational excitation of the C-H group from those of the C-C group is to compare TIY spectra of C\(_4\)H\(_6\) sample with the deuterium labelled samples C\(_4\)D\(_6\), and C\(_4\)H\(_2\)D\(_4\). As shown in Fig. 2.6, due to the heavier mass of deuterium atom the features C and A are shifted towards lower energies in the deuteriated samples, while the energy of feature B for all species is unchanged. The spectra of C\(_4\)H\(_6\) and C\(_4\)D\(_6\) show no difference in vibrational excitation of C\(_C\)1s to \(\pi^*\) transition suggesting that there is no C-H vibration associated with the C\(_C\)1s to \(\pi^*\) resonance, and identical spectra recorded for C\(_4\)D\(_6\) and C\(_4\)H\(_2\)D\(_4\) (where deuterium atoms bonded to C\(_T\) and hydrogen atoms bonded to C\(_C\)) suggesting that the C-H vibrational excitation of the C1s to \(\pi^*\) resonance only arises from the terminal

\(^3\)The core excited state decays rapidly via Auger decay populating ionized-electronic states, thus, the total electron yield spectrum is essentially equivalent to the absorption spectrum below the C 1s ionization potential.
sites. The different vibrational excitation is consistent with the prediction from the "Z+1" approximation, and different Auger decay spectra following terminal and central Cls excitation. Regarding the bonding character of the $\pi^*$ orbital on the central bond and the anti-bonding character on the terminal bonds, the frequency of transition between planar geometry to the bent geometry (along CH$_2$ twisting/bending) increases upon terminal Cls excitation to the $\pi^*$ state. In paper II, by comparison of the dissociation patterns upon terminal and central core excitation, the role of symmetry breaking on the subsequent dissociation is investigated.

2.2.3 Molecular-frame angular distribution

The dissociation axes of molecules in gas phase are of course randomly oriented; however, if an electronic transition occurs via a linearly (highly) polarized light molecules of specific orientation undergo dissociation, which leads to anisotropic fragment angular distribution, containing femtosecond molecular dynamics. This is due to the spatial-selectivity inherent to the transition dipole moment, where within the dipole approximation the maximum interaction occurs when polarization vector of the light, $\vec{\epsilon}$, is aligned with the transition dipole moment, $\vec{\mu} \cdot \vec{\epsilon} \propto \cos(\theta)$ [44]. According to Fermi’s Golden Rule, the probability for an electronic transition is defined by the dipole matrix element, $P_{if} \propto |\langle \Psi_{e,f} | \vec{\mu} \cdot \vec{\epsilon} | \Psi_{e,i} \rangle|^2$, which is determined by electronic wavefunctions of the initial and final states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character table</th>
<th>Product table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_3h$</td>
<td>$A_1'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1'$</td>
<td>$A_1'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2''$</td>
<td>$A_2'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E'$</td>
<td>$A_1'$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Character table and product table of $D_{3h}$ point group.

The most elegant way to find the transition probability is using the fact that molecular orbitals are constructed according to specific symmetries (in the irreducible representation of the point group to which the molecules belong), and the fact that for an electronic transition to be allowed, the dipole matrix element must be non-zero. Thus, the total symmetry of $\mu_{\alpha} = \Psi_i \otimes \alpha \otimes \Psi_f$ has to span the totally symmetric representation of the point group to which the molecules belong, otherwise the transition is forbidden. We use cyclopropane Cls excitation to different valence
2.2. ELECTRONIC PREDETERMINATION OF NUCLEAR MOTION

Figure 2.7: TIY spectrum covering C1s to $\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$ transitions in cyclopropane. Molecular alignment and anisotropy distribution of dissociation with respect to the polarization vector of the linearly polarized light following C1s$\rightarrow$ 2a'' (a) and cyclopropane C1s$\rightarrow$ 5e' (b) excitation.

orbitals to exemplify how the character table of a molecule is used to determine the molecular frame of photo-absorption. Since the 1s orbital is totally symmetric the spatial selectivity is determined by the symmetry of the valence orbital. The symmetry (linear/quadratic coordinate) properties of the molecular orbitals exist in the irreducible representations [see Table. 2.1]. In the TIY spectrum of cyclopropane over C1s excitation shown in Fig. 2.7 three resonance features are seen: one corresponding to $\Pi$ symmetric C1s$\rightarrow$ 2a'' excitation, and two corresponding to $\Sigma$ symmetric C1s$\rightarrow$1a' and C1s$\rightarrow$5e' excitations. In cyclopropane, with equilibrium geometry of D$_{3h}$ symmetry, C1s excitation to 2a'' orbital (with linear coordinate along z axis) occurs predominantly with the z-components of the dipole matrix element, where $\mu_z = A_1' \otimes A_2'' \otimes A_2'' = A_1'$ [see Fig. 2.7 (a)], and C1s excitation to 5e' orbital (with linear coordinate along x-y axes) occurs predominantly with the x(y)-components of the dipole matrix element, where $\mu_x(y) = A_1' \otimes E' \otimes E' = A_1' + A_2' + E'$ [see Fig. 2.7 (b)]. However, in C1s excitation to the symmetric 1a' orbital (without linear and quadratic coordinates), the dipole matrix element is not directed and spatial-selectivity is provided only by instantaneous symmetry breaking. In cyclopropane the three degenerate C1s leads to three degenerate C1s-1a' states, which in turn can be coupled through the Jahn-Teller active ring-deformation vibrational mode e', where $\mu_{x(y)} = (A_1' \otimes E' \otimes A_1') \otimes E' = A_1' + A_2' + E'$, and causes the transition to occur predominantly with the x(y)-components of the dipole matrix
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element.

The formalism for photo-fragment angular distribution in spherically symmetric systems has been developed by Zare et al [45, 46]: within the dipole approximation, the angular distribution of emitted particles with respect to the polarization vector of the light is expressed by $I(\theta) \propto 1 + \beta \left(3\cos^2\theta - 1\right)/2$, which is parametrized by the anisotropy value, $\beta$, ranging from 2 to -1. The $\beta$ value of a dissociation predicted by the spatial-selectivity of the electronic transition and associated vibrational motion, can be extracted from the fragment’s angular distribution if molecular dissociation takes place rapidly enough, i.e. faster than molecular rotations (known as axial recoil approximation)[46]. Regarding rapid dissociation of cyclopropane into $\text{CH}_2^+ / \text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+$ ion pair, dissociation following C1s to $\pi^* (2a_2''')$ excitation leads to $\beta \rightarrow -1$ [see the red curve in Fig. 2.7 (a)], and dissociation following C1s to $\sigma^* (5e')$ excitation leads to $\beta \rightarrow 2$ [see the blue curve in Fig. 2.7 (b)].
Chapter 3

Molecular quantum calculation

In the following chapter the *ab-initio* quantum calculation methods implemented in this research are reviewed. The main starting point in calculating molecular electronic wavefunction is the Hartree-fock (HF) method. Multi configurational (MC) methods that take electron correlation effects into account, when calculating molecular non-stationary (excited, bond-breaking,...) states, are discussed next. Finally geometry optimization and density functional theory are reviewed.

3.1 Electronic optimization

The main goal of computational techniques is to approximately solve the non-relativistic time independent Schroedinger equation for many electron systems. Considering the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and solving the electronic equation

\[ H\psi(r; R) = E(R)\psi(r; R), \]

the simplest Hamiltonian (H) for a n-electron system is achieved within the mean field approximation [47], where a single electron moves in a mean potential field of the n-1 remaining electrons and the N nuclei of a given molecular system, the so-called Hartree-Fock (HF) method [48]:

\[
H = -\sum_i^n \frac{1}{2} \nabla_i^2 + \sum_i^n \sum_j^N \frac{Z_j}{r_{ij}} - \sum_{ij}^n \frac{1}{r_{ij}} \tag{3.1}
\]

where the first term describes kinetic energies of n electrons in the system and the last two terms describe the Coulomb interactions between electron-nucleus and electron-electron respectively. In other words, the electronic wave function \(\psi(r; R)\) in molecules describes the distribution of all the electrons in the presence of the potential field created by the fixed nuclei.
3.1.1 Basis-set

The starting point for the HF method is a set of approximate one-electron wave functions known as basis-set. For an atomic orbital calculation these are typically the orbitals for a hydrogenic atom \( \chi_i \), given by a single-electron Slater-Type Orbitals (STOs), known as spin orbitals\(^1\) [49]. For a molecular orbital calculation the initial approximate one-electron wave functions are typically a linear combination of atomic (Slater-type) orbitals (LCAO), \( \psi_i = \sum c_i \chi_i \). In practice, the STOs are computationally difficult and could instead be approximated as linear combinations of Gaussian orbitals instead [50]. The minimal basis set is STO-nG, where \( n \) represents the number of Gaussian primitive functions comprising a single basis function. These minimal basis sets, however, are not flexible enough to describe valence electrons taking part in chemical bonds and for presenting the deformation several different types of extended basis sets are required. In split-valence basis set multiple functions are used to represent each orbital, which can instead be composed of a fixed linear combination of primitive Gaussian functions. For example, the 2s atomic orbital is expressed as the sum of two STOs, \( \chi_{2s} = \chi_{2s}^{STO}(r_1, \zeta_1) + d\chi_{2s}^{STO}(r_2, \zeta_2) \), where the \( \zeta \) value accounts for the size of orbital, and the constant \( d \) determines how much each STO will contribute to the final orbital. The triple and quadruple-zeta basis sets work the same way, except they use three and four Slater equations instead of two\(^2\). Since the different orbitals of the split have different spatial extents, the combination of two allows the electron density to adjust its spatial extent according to the particular molecular environment. In order to get closer to the exact electronic energy, and to better represent electron density in bonding regions polarization and diffuse functions are also added to the basis set by which molecular orbitals are allowed to be more asymmetric and far from the nucleus \(^3\). For example, regarding hydrogen atom involved in a bond in a molecule (like the C-H bond in hydrocarbons), the electron density is no longer spherical s-type orbital and an addition of a p-type

\(^1\)which satisfies anti-symmetry requirements and consequently the Pauli principle by changing sign upon exchange of two electrons.

\(^2\)The notation for the split-valence basis sets came from the group of John Pople and is typically \( n-ijG \) or \( n-ijkG \) [50], where \( n \) is number of primitives for the inner shells; \( ij \) or \( ijk \) are number of primitives for contractions in the valence shell. The \( ij \) notations describes sets of valence double zeta quality and \( ijk \) sets of valence triple zeta quality.

\(^3\)The polarization functions are denoted in Pople’s sets by an asterisk. The most used Pople’s basis set is 6-31G* (defined for the atoms H through Zn) which is a valence double-zeta polarized basis set that adds to the 6-31G set six d-type Cartesian-Gaussian polarization functions on each of the atoms Li through Ca and ten f-type Cartesian Gaussian polarization functions on each of the atoms Sc through Zn. The main disadvantage of Pople’s basis sets is that they do not converge towards a basis set limit with increasing size.
orbital to the existing s-type orbital in a hydrogen atom will shift (or polarize) it, so that it lies more along the C-H bond. For carbon atom adding d-type and f-type basis functions would be considered to be polarization functions. In general, to polarize a basis function with angular momentum $l$, mix it with basis functions of angular momentum $l + 1$. Widely used basis sets are those developed by Dunning and co [51], which are also used in this work. These basis sets have become the current state of the art for quantum calculation of molecular states since they are designed to converge systematically to the complete-basis-set (CBS) limit using empirical extrapolation techniques. For first- and second-row atoms, the basis sets are "aug-cc-pVNZ" where $N=D,T,Q,5,6,...$ ($D=$double-zeta, $T=$triple-zeta, etc.). The "cc-p", stands for "correlation consistent polarized" and the "V" indicates they are valence only basis sets. They include successively larger shells of polarization (correlating) functions (d, f, g, etc.). The prefix "aug" means that the basis is augmented with diffuse functions.

### 3.1.2 Self Consistent Field (SCF)

In the calculation of molecular orbitals $\psi_i = \Sigma c_i \chi_i$ the $c_i$ coefficients are optimized within the variational principle and secular equation [52]. The variational principle states that for a time-independent H operator, any trial wave function will have an energy expectation value that is greater than or equal to the true ground state wave function corresponding to the given $H^4$. The resultant variational conditions on minimizing the molecular orbital energy lead to a new one-electron operator, the Fock operator ($F$),

$$F_i \psi_i = (H_{\text{core}} + \Sigma_i^{n/2}[2J_j - K_j])\psi_i = E_i \psi_i$$

(3.3)

where the H core contributes to kinetic energies of n-electrons and electron-nucleus Coulomb interaction, J and K are direct and indirect/exchange Coulomb operators respectively, where K describes a certain correlation effect between electrons with parallel spin. Since the F operator depends on the orbitals used to construct the basis sets, it is important to choose a set that is as complete as possible.

---

4 For a hamiltonian $H$ that describes the studied system and any normalizable function $\Psi$ with arguments appropriate for the unknown wave function of the system, we define the functional

$$\epsilon\Psi = \frac{\langle \Psi | H | \Psi \rangle}{\langle \Psi | \Psi \rangle}$$

(3.2)

the $\epsilon \geq E_0$ where $E_0$ is the lowest energy eigenstate (ground state) of the Hamiltonian, and $\epsilon = E_0$ if and only if $\Psi$ is exactly equal to the wave function of the ground state of the studied system.
corresponding F matrix, the eigenfunctions of the F operator are then new orbitals which can be used to construct a new F operator. In this way, the HF orbitals are optimized iteratively until the change in total electronic energy falls below a predefined threshold. Ultimately, a set of self-consistent field (SCF) one-electron orbitals are calculated. This method is also known as \textit{ab-initio} calculation.

\subsection*{3.1.3 Electronic correlation}

The best energies obtained at the Hartree-Fock level are still not accurate, since they use a mean field potential for the electron-electron interactions. Because electrons interact and repel each other, their motion in atoms is correlated. Thus, consideration of electronic correlation effects is mostly essential for calculating non-stationary states, \textit{e.g.} bond breaking, transition states, and conical intersections, where two or several electronic configurations are near or degenerate. The method for adjusting the molecular wavefunctions for electron correlation is configuration interaction (CI) \cite{53}. In this method the molecular wavefunction is defined as a linear combination of configuration state functions (CSFs) (Slater determinant), \( \Psi = \sum_n C_n \psi_n = C_{HF} \psi_{HF} + C_{ex1} \psi_{ex1} + C_{ex2} \psi_{ex2} + \ldots \), where the first term is normally the Hartree–Fock determinant, and other (single, double,...) excitation determinants can be characterized by the number of spin orbitals that are swapped with virtual orbitals from the Hartree–Fock determinant. An accurate wavefunction often requires a large number of configurations \cite{54}. This is due to poor representation of the virtual space, which is the major problem in applying the full-CI procedure to large molecules. On the other hand, excitation energies of truncated CI methods are generally too high, because the excited states are not as well described as the ground state is. For equal (balanced) correlation of ground and excited states (better excitation energies) one can use more than one reference determinant from which all excited determinants are included (multireference configuration interaction). The most promising approach is the multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) method \cite{55}. The MCSCF method goes beyond the CI method by variationally optimizing the orbitals simultaneously with the mixing coefficients, in which the set of coefficients of both the CSFs and the basis functions in the molecular orbitals are varied to obtain the total electronic wavefunction with the lowest possible energy. This method can be considered a combination between configuration interaction (where the molecular orbitals are not varied but the expansion of the wave function are) and Hartree–Fock (where there is only one determinant but the molecular orbitals are varied), by which the
expectation value of the total energy is variationally stationary with respect to all variations of the coefficients and the orbitals. A particularly important MCSCF approach is the complete active space (CAS) method (CASSCF) [56]. The CASSCF wave function is formed from a complete distribution of a number of active electrons in a set of active orbitals, which in general constitute a subset of the total occupied space.

Whilst the CASSCF wavefunction describes all needed static correlation effects, dealing with the strongly correlated systems, dynamic correlation effects are required to achieve accurate energy levels. Dynamics correlation effects can be added on top of CASSCF using Rayleigh-Schrödinger theory. The CASPT$_2$ method perturbatively computes the dynamic correlation effects using a formalism that employs single or multi (in the case of degenerate electronic states of the same symmetry) CASSCF reference states and partitioning of the Hamiltonian into a zero-order part and the perturbation part, $H = H_0 + V$ [57] $^5$.

The major drawback of the CASSCF approach is that the number of configuration state functions (CSFs) increases steeply by the binomial coefficient of electrons in the active orbitals. For example, distributing 12 electrons among 12 active orbitals yields 226512 singlet CSF's, if no reduction due to spatial symmetry is assumed. Adding one more active orbital increases the number to 736164. This strong dependence of the size of the MC expansion on the number of active orbitals makes it difficult to perform CASSCF calculation with more than around 12 active orbitals, at least in cases where the number of active electrons is about the same as the number of active orbitals. In most applications this limit does not impose a problem, but there are situations where the ability to increase the number of correlating orbitals in the MCSCF wave function is desirable. One way to solve this problem is to restrict the number of electrons in certain subspaces, which was done in the restricted active space SCF method (RASSCF) [58]. A restricted active space (RAS) is used, where the active orbitals are partitioned into three subsets: RASI, RASII, RASIII.

$^5$In the second order perturbation theory configuration space is generated by iteratively solving a set of Rayleigh-Schrödinger equations, $(H_0 - E_0)\psi_1 = V\psi_0$, until one reaches a diagonal zero-order Hamiltonian $H_0$. The zero-order Hamiltonian is written as a sum of projections of a one-electron Fock operator onto the reference function $P_0$ and its orthogonal interacting configuration space $P_D$, $H_0 = P_0 FP_0 + P_D FP_D$. Fock operator is generalized with $F = \Sigma_{p,q} f_{pq} E_{pq}$ and $f_{pq} = h_{pq} + \Sigma_{r,s}[(pq|rs) - 1(pr|qs)/2]$, where $E_{pq}$ operator removes an electron from orbital $q$ and places it in orbital $p$. One or two of the indices $(p,q,r,s)$ must be outside the active space. In double occupied $p$ orbital $f_{pp} = -IP_p$ is Ionization Potential, and for unoccupied orbital $f_{pp} = -EA_p$ is Electron Affinity. The average value of $f_{pp} = -(IP_p + EA_p)/2$ is for one electron orbital. The diagonal matrix of the Fock operator with $D_{pp}$ diagonal element is $F_{pq} = -(D_{pp}(IP_p + (2 - D_{pp}(EA_p))/2 with the optimum value of 0.25 for $(IP_p) - (EA_p)$.
RAS2, and RAS3. Restrictions are introduced into the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces such that in RAS1 a maximum number of holes and in RAS3 a maximum number of electrons are allowed. The remaining active electrons are distributed in all possible ways among the RAS2 orbitals, which in this case corresponds to the active orbitals in CAS type wavefunctions [see Fig. 3.1 (a)].

There are many arguments for selecting the active space [59]. For proper selection of active space chemical intuition is required. This allows us to include specific orbitals that are important in describing the chemistry relevant for our problem. In general the frontier molecular orbitals, HOMOs and LUMOs, are crucial to describe any photochemical mechanisms. For instance, in butadiene photochemistry

**Figure 3.1:** CASSCF-RASSCF orbital space including keywords and electron occupancy ranges (a). Butadiene dication states (d) obtained at the level of CASSCF-CASPT2/cc-PVTZ calculation with an active space of 12 electrons in 9 orbitals for butadiene dication (b) and cyclopropane dication states (e) obtained at the level of CASSCF-CASPT2/cc-PVTZ calculation with an active space of 10 electrons in 10 orbitals (c).
3.2. GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION

an obligatory choice is the four $\pi$-orbitals, and for cyclopropane dissociation an obvious choice is the highly strained $\sigma$-orbitals making C-C bonds.

Dications of butadiene and cyclopropane

To interpret our experimental results, it is necessary to connect ionization dynamics to molecular structure and identify from which orbitals electrons are removed during ionization. Let’s overview the calculated electronic structure of the butadiene and cyclopropane dications. Singlet and triplet electronic states of the dication are obtained using parallel CASSCF-CASPT2 calculation as implemented in the MOLCAS software program [60]. The cc-pVTZ basis set is used for these calculations. The orbitals were obtained from a CASSCF calculation with an active space of 12 electrons in 9 orbitals for butadiene, as indicated in Fig. 3.1 (b), and 10 electrons in 10 orbitals in cyclopropane, as indicated in Fig. 3.1 (c). These result in the first 27 singlet and triplet states of the butadiene dication shown in Fig. 3.1 (d), and the first 17 singlet and triplet states of the cyclopropane dication shown in Fig. 3.1 (c). From the orbital vacancies and density (degeneracy) of states one can distinguish the difference in the patterns of the excited states in these molecules. The dication states are categorized based on the type of ionized orbitals ($\pi^{-2}$, $\pi^{-1}\sigma^{-1}$, and $\sigma^{-2}$) [indicated in the figure by three colors]. In butadiene the dication ground state is singlet with two holes located in the $\pi$-type HOMO ($1bg^{-2}$) which is well separated from the lower energy $\sigma$-type orbitals, and by increasing the ionization energy contribution of the $\sigma$-type orbitals increases. On the contrary, in cyclopropane the dication ground state is triplet with two holes located in one of the degenerate $\sigma$-type HOMOs ($3e'$), and by increasing the ionization energy the contribution of the $\pi$-type orbitals increases.

3.2 Geometry optimization

For an excited molecule under collision-free conditions, the ratio of dissociation is determined by the unimolecular reaction rates. The unimolecular dissociation rate is strongly influenced by the partitioning of internal energy into the 3N-6 degrees of freedom of the parent molecule. This means that a bond elongation is much more complex that a simple bond dissociation; instead the remaining 3N-7 degrees of freedom might accompany the bond elongation by nuclear rearrangements (isomerization) processes. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the geometry
of a molecule at absolute zero temperature corresponds to the minimum of the total energy,

\[(x_i, y_i, z_i)_{T=0} = \text{argmin}(\langle \Psi | \hat{H} | \Psi \rangle). \quad (3.4)\]

The process of finding the nuclear coordinates that minimize the potential energy is known as geometry optimization. The zero gradient, \(\partial E/\partial x_i\), is found and evaluated by the Hessian value, \(\partial^2 E/\partial x_i \partial x_j\); if the gradient is zero and Hessian value is positive the nuclear geometry belongs to the maximum energy of the PES and if it is negative the nuclear geometry corresponds to the minimum energy of the PES.

Fig. 3.2 shows the procedure in which we can "walk on the PES" in a controlled way to find the minimum geometry. In multi-atomic molecules the potential energy curve consists of a one-dimensional cut through the internal coordinate spaces of the molecule with 3N-6 dimensional hyper-surfaces. Exploring the energy profile of a reaction through specific internal coordinates requires geometry optimization with the restricted coordinates. The standard approach to find the restricted energy optimized geometry is to use the Lagrangian multipliers, \(L(q, \lambda) = E(q) - \lambda^T R(q)\)\(^7\).

\(^6\)In optimization, quasi-Newton methods [61] (a special case of variable metric methods) are algorithms for finding local maxima and minima of functions. Quasi-Newton methods are based on Newton's method to find the stationary point of a function, where the gradient is 0. Newton's method assumes that the function can be locally approximated as a quadratic in the region around the optimum, and uses the first and second derivatives to find the stationary point. In higher dimensions, Newton's method uses the gradient and the Hessian matrix of second derivatives to be minimized. As in Newton's method, one uses a second order approximation to find the minimum of a function \(f(x)\). The Taylor series of \(f(x)\) around an iterate is \(f(x_k + \Delta x) \approx f(x_k) + \nabla f(x_k)^T \Delta x + \frac{1}{2} \Delta x^T B \Delta x\), where \((\nabla f)\) is the gradient and \(B\) an approximation to the Hessian matrix. The gradient of this approximation (with respect to \(\Delta x\) ) is \(\nabla f(x_k + \Delta x) \approx \nabla f(x_k) + B \Delta x\), and setting this gradient to zero (which is the objective of optimisation) provides the Newton step, \(\Delta x = -B^{-1} \nabla f(x_k)\), where the Hessian approximation \(B\) is chosen to satisfy \(\nabla f(x_k + \Delta x) = \nabla f(x_k) + B \Delta x\).

\(^7\)A Taylor expansion to 2nd order of \(L(q, \lambda)\) around \(q_0\) and \(\lambda_0\) gives

\[
L(q_0 + \Delta q, \lambda_0 + \Delta \lambda) = E(q_0) + \Delta q^T \frac{\partial E(q_0)}{\partial q} + \frac{1}{2} \Delta q^T W \Delta q - \lambda^T R(q_0) + \frac{\partial R(q_0)}{\partial q} \Delta q, \quad (3.5)
\]

where \(W\) is defined as

\[
W(q, \lambda_0) = \frac{\partial^2 E(q_0)}{\partial q^2} - \sum_{i=1,m} (\lambda_0)_i \frac{\partial^2 (R(q_0))_i}{\partial q^2} \quad (3.6)
\]

This sets up the equation for the generalized elimination method. In the subspace which fulfil the constraint any displacement \(\Delta q\) must be such that

\[
\frac{\partial R(q_0)}{\partial q} \Delta q = 0 \quad (3.7)
\]

Using the quasi-Newton condition applied to Eq. 2.3.12 we find that the effective gradient to be used in an Hessian update procedure applied only to the molecular part of the Lagrangian Hessian.
The use of appropriate coordinates is one of the best ways to improve the geometry optimization. Besides the selection of coordinates and the initial structure, the efficiency and stability of a geometry optimizer depends on the start Hessian, the update of the Hessian, and the step selection. For the update of the Hessian and the step selection accurate gradients are required. Density functional theory (DFT) is a great deal [62] for the geometry optimization. In DFT the particle density \( \rho(r) = \int d^3r_1... \int d^3r_n \psi(r_i)\psi(r_i)^* \) is the central quantity depending on only three spatial variables \( r = (x,y,z) \), and total energy is only determined by overall electronic density \( E = E[\rho(r)] \). Verification of DFT for describing the ground state properties of large systems has been proved by Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem [63]. The total energy of a \( n \)-electron system formulated by Kohn-Sham (KS),

\[
H(q, \lambda) = \frac{\partial E(q)}{\partial q} - \frac{\partial R(q)}{\partial q} \lambda. \tag{3.8}
\]

The procedure is started by evaluating a series of \( H(q, \lambda) \) for different values of \( q \) and a fixed value of \( \lambda \). A suitable value of \( \lambda \) is the first-order estimate of \( \lambda \) at convergence as given by \( H(q_0, \lambda_0) = 0 \).
H^{KS}\psi = E\psi, is given by the KS one-electron operator

\[ H^{KS}_i = -\frac{1}{2}\nabla^2 - \sum_{i}^{N} \frac{Z_i}{|r_i - R_i|} + \int \frac{\rho(r)}{|r - r'|}dr' + \frac{\delta E_{xc}}{\delta \rho} \]  

under the constraint \( \langle \psi_i | \psi_j \rangle = \delta_{ij} \). Using the variational approximation of the Coulomb potential, the gradient accuracy is coupled to the self-consistent field (SCF) convergence and the accuracy of the numerical integration of the exchange-correlation potential.

**Dications of butadiene and cyclopropane**

In Fig. 3.3 (a) and (b) adiabatic presentation of PESs of the dication ground state of butadiene and cyclopropane are shown. Both the neutral and the dication energies were optimized using B3LYP/6-31G* in order to obtain the double ionization potential. Following vertical double ionization (to the Franck-Condon region) both butadiene and cyclopropane dications are left with sufficient internal energy for nuclear rearrangement. The extent of nuclear geometry change following double ionization depends on the difference between potential energy of the dication at the FC region and at the equilibrium geometry, known as adiabatic double ionization potential. As seen in Fig. 3.3 (a), the vertical and adiabatic double ionization potential of butadiene differ by 1.5 eV, and the difference leads to convention of electrons energy.

**Figure 3.3:** Adiabatic presentation of the PES of butadiene (a) and cyclopropane (b) dication ground state calculated at the level of B3LYP/6-31G*. 
to nuclear kinetic energy, where the nuclear wave-packet is moving up and down along the PES via H-atom scrambling between different C=C bonds (H-migration). The reversible H-migration due to the delocalized $\pi$-electrons along the carbon chain is known as a characteristic of $\pi$-conjugated systems, the so-called tautomerization\textsuperscript{8} [64]. In competition with H-migration, butadiene trans-cis conformation may occur if vertical double ionization leaves the dication with 1eV excess internal energy. On the contrary, as seen in Fig. 3.3 (b), the vertical and adiabatic double ionization potentials of cyclopropane differ by about 6 eV, which leads to irreversible conversion of electronic energy to nuclear kinetic energy via ring-opening. In paper I and III nuclear dynamics following double ionization of these molecules is investigated by comparison of the geometry optimization calculations and ion-ion coincidence measurements.

\textsuperscript{8}Tautomers are isomers that differ by the location of a proton and a $\pi$ bond.
Chapter 4

Experimental methods and applications

The experimental work in this thesis was conducted using a 3D-imaging multi-coincidence ion spectrometer at the Swedish national laboratory for synchrotron radiation, MAX-lab, located in Lund Sweden[65]. Experimental work in valence-ionization region (papers I-III) was performed at the high resolution normal incident beamline I3 of MAX III ring [66, 67]. In the studies involving core excitation (papers II-IV-V) the soft x-ray beamline I411 on the MAX II storage ring is used [68, 67].

4.1 Synchrotron radiation

Electromagnetic radiation is created when a charged particle is accelerated [69]. The so-called synchrotron radiation is generated when relativistic electrons are accelerated radially by bending magnets [70]. The radiation forms a narrow cone in the direction tangential to the electron trajectories spanning a broad range of photon energies with linear polarization in the plane of the orbit and elliptically out of the plane.

When a relativistic electron follows a curved path, synchrotron radiation is created and electron loses a fraction of its kinetic energy. This energy loss is compensated by boosting the electron kinetic energy in RF cavity. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic picture of a third-generation synchrotron-radiation facility, where the synchrotron radiation is provided more efficiently by an insertion device undulator. An undulator consists of a periodical structure of dipole magnets which force the electrons to undergo oscillations with period length $\lambda_u$ and variable amplitude $B_u$ via ad-
Figure 4.1: Third-generation synchrotron radiation facility. The electron bunches are injected into the ring and give the time-structure of the light with duration and separation times. The relativistic electrons are synchronized via bending magnet to pass through the RF cavity. Using undulator polarized brilliant radiation is tuned and after monochromatization focused and sent toward experimental end station. A justable gap between the magnet poles. The undulator radiation is highly collimated, has high flux and brilliance (more than $10^{18}$ photons/s/mm$^2$/mrad$^2$/0.1%BW), and consists of a sequence of sharp peaks. The frequency of undulator radiation at each maximum is to a good approximation given by

$$\lambda_n = n\frac{2c\gamma^2}{\lambda_0} \left(1 + \frac{K^2}{2} + \gamma^2\theta^2\right)^{-1}, \quad n = 1, 2, 3, ...$$

(4.1)

$$K = \frac{eB_\omega \lambda_\omega}{2\pi m_e c_0}$$

(4.2)

where $\theta$ is the emission angle with respect to the undulator axis, the $\gamma$ is the Lorentz factor defined by the relativistic electron energy and $K$ is the undulator parameter. The photon energy is adjusted by changing the gap between the magnet poles, e.g. changing the $B_\omega$ in the undulator.

The light is sent through a beamline with a tunable monochromator which selects the photon energy from a few to a few thousand electron-Volt. The tunability of the photon energy gives the ability to study site- and state-selectivity [8, 10, 71, 72] or scattering effects in molecules [73, 74]. The obtainable resolution is on the order of or even beyond the effect of lifetime broadening, therefore the signature of nuclear motions accompanying electronic transitions can be examined.
4.2 3D-imaging multi-coincidence technique

Many problems in molecular dynamics demand the simultaneous measurement of internal energy and particle velocity. This is provided by combination of coincident detection of particles and 3D-momentum imaging technique. The idea behind the 3D-momentum imaging technique is simultaneous measurement of all coordinates of a given particle. Here we use a technique which images transverse momentum components \( (P_x, P_y) \) on a position-sensitive detector and axial momentum \( P_z \) in time of arrival at the detector [75].

Fig. 4.2 (a) shows schematic of the 3D-momentum imaging tube used in this work. Molecules are ionized in the source region after intersection with synchrotron radiation. A strong DC electric field is applied in the source region which extracts electrons and ions that are created in an ionization event from the source point, \( z_0 \), toward the opposite direction along the \( z \)-axis (spectrometer axis). The electrons are accelerated toward a micro channel plate (MCP) detector, which detects and amplifies the electron signals by \( 10^6 \text{ to } 10^8 \). An electron signal starts a timer for detecting ions on the other side. The ions created in the source region are extracted, then accelerated through an acceleration region (AR), and finally enter a field-free drift tube (DT). Ions flying through the DT are detected with a MCP detector combined with a delay line anode which measures both TOF and position information \((x,y)\) of the original impact.

4.2.1 Time-of-Flight mass spectrometry

In a time-of-flight mass spectrometer such as the one we have, the mass information is contained in the arrival time of the ion to the detector [76, 75]. If all ions were formed in a plane parallel to the source electrodes with zero initial velocity the flight time would be the same for all ions which had the same mass over charge ratio, and the resolution would be limited only by the detecting equipment. In practice the mass resolution is determined by two parameters; ionization source size and initial velocity. The distribution along the spectrometer axis, \( \Delta S \), broadens the initial position of ions, \( z_0 \). Ions starting at \( z < z_0 \) spend more time on the source field, gain more energy from the extracting field, and arrive with a greater speed. Wiley and McLaren presented conditions for axial focusing to make the TOF independent of \( z \) [77]. In a two field regions TOF spectrometer flexible focusing condition is obtained just by adjusting the ratio between the extraction field, \( E_x \), and acceleration region.
**Figure 4.2:** Schematic view of the 3D-ion momentum imaging tube. Molecules are ionized in the source region after interacting with synchrotron radiation. Created electrons and ions fly in opposite directions. Time window of the ion position sensitive detector [Delay Line Anode Detector (DLD)] starts with an electron signal detection. Ion trajectories are focused both axially and radially toward the DLD. The principle of position measurement is shown in (b). A signal arrives on the ion detector induces two current pulses through the two orthogonal wires. Here it is shown for the x-direction. The pulse travel to the two ends of the wire. The difference in arrival time gives the position of the first impact.

Field, \(E_a\). The total TOF through the spectrometer is determined by the flight-tubes three regions, \(\text{TOF} = T_s + T_a + T_d\). To minimize the dependence on the initial location, the boundary condition \(\frac{\partial \text{TOF}}{\partial z} \bigg|_{z=z_0} = 0\) is applied which gives the following relationship between the length of the regions and the electric fields:

\[
D = 2s(k_0)^2 \left(1 - \frac{1}{k_0 + \sqrt{k_0/ds}}\right), \quad (4.3)
\]

where \(k_0\) is equal to the \((sE_s + dE_a)/(sE_s)\). The lengths of the regions are fixed so the ratio of the electric fields \(E_a/E_s\) is uniquely determined by Eq. 4.3. In the current spectrometer the focusing condition has been achieved numerically by the \(E_a/E_s\) ratio equal to 9.97.

To identify ions, we can use the following relation for the TOF,

\[
\text{TOF} = a + b \sqrt{\frac{m}{q}} \quad (4.4)
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are constants related to the electric fields.

Particles measured from dissociation of a molecule possess momentum due to
the kinetic energy released (KER) in dissociation. The momentum in the direction of the spectrometer axis, \( \vec{P}_z \), is reflected in the TOF, and thereby affects the mass resolution. The KER in dissociation is sometimes critical for resolving heavy ions where the backward time of flight overlaps with the heavier ion. The time separation due to the backward-forward velocity is determined by the extraction field, \( \Delta T = 2P_z/qE \), where \( q \) is charge of ions, while TOF separation of different masses is determined by the length of the DT. In order to resolve large masses a long DT is used as a dispersive element. In the current spectrometer, with a tube that is 75 cm long, for the typical energy released in dissociation, 10 eV, fragments of a few ten a.m.u can be resolved [75].

### 4.2.2 Momentum imaging

In imaging techniques all information about kinetic energy and angular distributions are extracted from two-dimensional image. The micro channel plate (MCP) detector combined with delay line anode records the position \((x,y)\) of the original impact with accuracies of 25 \(\mu\)m. In Fig. 4.2 the position sensitive detector (PSD) is shown. Two chevron-stacks of MCPs are mounted in the xy plane, centred at the z-axis (spectrometer axis) [78]. The electron charge cloud from the MCPs is collected by a position-sensitive delay line anode detector (DLD), made by copper wires wrapped in two layers around a base plate, propagate toward the end of the wires, see Figures 4.2 (b) for a single wire, and the position \((x,y)\) can be determined by the difference in the arrival times at the end. The TOF coordinate are taken from the MCP-back signal or with the average of the four position-signal of the DLD. The resulting \((x,y,TOF)\) Cartesian coordinates provide the full kinematic description for a particle. Ion trajectory simulation in ref [75] shows that the radial distribution of the particle has linear dependence on perpendicular kinetic energy of the particles, \( E_r = mv_r^2/2 \). Thus, a complete dataset of \( P_z \) and \( P_r \) can be used to extract the kinetic energy of particles, \( E_K = (P_z^2 + P_r^2)/2m \).

In order to exploit the imaging method to its full potential one needs to explore methods for improvement of the spatial quality of the 2D image. The principal advantage of the current set-up is to use a simple electrostatic lens, at the beginning of the DT, which preserves the angular information and TOF focusing condition. The lens operates such that particles with the same transverse momentum components are mapped on the same point on the detector, irrespective of their initial transverse source points \((x_0, y_0)\) from the ion lens axis [79]. The focusing capability at different
source points and KE by simulation using SimIon analysis shows that the TOF in the Wiley McLaren arrangement is unaffected by the lens focusing and transverse distribution of source region, and that axial focusing is achieved for kinetic energies from 0 to 5 eV. The lens provides radial focusing that is independent of the kinetic energy of the particles [75].

4.2.3 Coincidence

Several particles from the same event can be detected in a coincidence measurement. One of the main challenges in coincident measurement is to construct a restricted condition for the simultaneous detection of correlated fragments. False coincidences appear when the ions originating from other events are detected. To avoid false coincidences the number of ionization events, $k$, in the time window should be minimized. According to the Poisson distribution, $f(k) = (\lambda t)^k e^{-\lambda t}/k!$, the false coincidences will be diminished if $f(1) \gg f(k > 1)$. This is adjusted by the count rate of the triggering electrons, $\lambda$, and the time interval, $t$. Practically the adjustment is done by controlling the gas flow and the photon flux.

Considering complete separation of ionization events, each dissociative photoionization event yields $n$-partner fragments flying far from the center of the mass, and thus kinematically obeys energy and momentum conservation. 3D-coincidence measurements of the $n$ fragments gives $3n-3$ set of $(x, y, \text{TOF})$. The $3n$ cartesian components of the fragment momentum vectors in the laboratory frame are determined by the $2n$ spatial coordinates, $n-1$ arrival time differences, and the projection of the flight times on the spectrometer ($z$-)axis. Our PSD is based on the timing signals, thus multi-hit fast timing electronics are complemented for coincident measurements. RoentDeK ATR-19 discriminator is used to convert the output pulses of the PSD to NIM-standard pulses [78]. The ATR-19 discriminator has 20-25 ns dead-time for detecting the second particle. In practice, two particles must be separated by at least 25 ns in order to be regarded as two separate events. This put limitations on detection of identical particles; only those with significantly different momentum can be measured in coincidence.

4.2.4 TOF vs. TOF

In dissociative double-ionization of a molecule, ejection of two electrons into the continuum is followed by charge separation into two singly-charged fragments. Due to the Coulomb repulsion a noticeable kinetic energy is released through the charge
separation step which shifts the ion’s TOF. This disadvantage can, however, be turned into advantage, by formation of a tilted pattern with slope of, \( S = -\frac{q_1 p_{z2}}{q_2 p_{z1}} \), on the 2D histogram of faster coincident ion vs. slower coincident ion, referred to as ion-ion correlation map, containing information regarding dissociation mechanisms.

**Figure 4.3:** Dissociative double ionization is temporally framed by axial velocity and place of the dissociation along the spectrometer. (a). Coincident ions arising from dissociation of \( \text{CO}^{2+} \) following C1s-\( \sigma^* \) excitation. While the tilted pattern shows the true coincidences of \( \text{C}^+ \) and \( \text{O}^+ \), the broad vertical and horizontal features arise from false coincidences where within a time window ions of different ionization events are detected in coincidence. The extended "tail" indicates metastable dissociation in different timescales ranging from femtosecond to some microsecond. The wave packet propagation within the PESs of the core-excited and dication states (b).

Since the fragment recoil axial momentum changes by dissociation timescale, where parent molecule rotates as flying toward the ion detector, shape and length of the tilted pattern determines the dissociation timescale (precursor lifetime). For instance, Fig. 4.3 (a) shows ion-ion correlation map of \( \text{CO}^{2+} \) dissociation at different timescales. In this example, \( \text{C}^+ / \text{O}^+ \) ion pairs following CO C1s-\( \sigma^* \) excitation are collected. As PESs shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), following C1s excitation Auger decay populates different dication final states [80], including low-lying metastable \( \text{CO}^{2+} (^1\Pi) \) state containing shallow "potential well". Considering dissociation of the metastable state, dissociation takes place on different timescales, ranging from femtosecond to...
some microsecond, depending on the internal (vibration) energy left upon Auger decay [81, 82, 80]. The larger the internal energy of the final dication, the larger the KER of dissociation will be, and the faster the dissociation takes place. When leaving dication with sufficient internal energy, where the wavepacket rapidly passes the "potential well", dissociation occurs in a few fs, leading to a high-KER of dissociation and reflecting the initial molecular alignment (with respect to the spectrometer axis) on the shape of the tilted pattern (axial recoil approximation valid). Leaving dication with less amount of internal energy where the wavepacket is trapped within the "potential well" the dissociation occurs through tunnelling process. This leads to a low-KER dissociation on longer timescales. If dissociation occurs on the timescale of molecular rotation (in a few ps) the initial molecular alignment is lost creating a (isotropic) cigar-shaped tilted pattern, and if the lifetime of dication is long enough (ns timescale) to enter to the the field-free drift tube, depending upon the distance to the detector, the ion's TOF are elongated which leads to creation of a "tail" on the ion-ion correlation map. The closer the dissociation to the detector, the closer the TOF of the two different masses will be. The "tail" starts at lower right hand side of the tilted-pattern and might continue to the point where the two fragments have same TOF. This is when the dication life time is long enough (µs timescale) to reach to the detector or dissociates close to the detector, where same velocity fragments lead to positive-sloped tilted pattern. The timescale of metastable dissociation is known depending on the rate of tunnelling process, which itself depends on the mass of the species, and more importantly on the shape of the "potential well". Experimentally the dication lifetime is estimated by Monte Carlo simulation of ion's trajectory along the spectrometer axis [83]. In this thesis, µs lifetime of parent dication species are determined via the extended distribution of correlated TOFs of daughter ions.

In two-body dissociation, as the simplest case, due to momentum conservation, \( p_{z1} + p_{z2} = 0 \), the slope of the tilted-pattern created in the ion-ion correlation map is equal to -1. In polyatomic molecules many-body processes are very common where as the parent molecule dissociates into an ion pair, neutral fragments are also ejected, and thus tilted patterns of different slopes are created on the ion-ion correlation map depending upon the mechanism of dissociation [84]. For instance, ion-ion correlation map of ammonia N1s-4a\(_1\) excitation is shown in Fig. 4.4 covering three tilted patterns corresponding to \( H^+ / NH^+_x \) dissociation channels, where \( x \) ranges from 2 to 0 corresponding to two, three, and four body dissociation. The
metastable two-body dissociation into H\(^+\)/NH\(_2\)\(^+\) ion pair [see the "tail"] evidences dissociation on the low-lying NH\(_3\)\(^{++}\) cation states, while the broad features of the three and four-body dissociation channels (H/H\(^+\)/NH\(^+\) and H/H/H\(^+\)/N\(^+\)) indicates population of high-lying final states in which excess amount of internal energy releases through neutral H-ejection \[85\]. In four-body dissociation channel the slope \(S > -1\) (\(-14/15\)) indicates that the dissociation predominantly takes place in two steps after a neutral H ejection, where the charge separation in NH\(_2\)\(^+\) occurs before the second H ejection. Sequence of bond dissociation is indicated by numbers in the figure.

### 4.2.5 Fragment’s KER correlation

In general, three-body processes upon double ionization can be divided into two mechanisms: sequential dissociation, where commonly a neutral fragment is released before the charge separation, \(M^{2+} \rightarrow m_1 + M_2^{+} \rightarrow m_2^+ + m_3^+\), and concentrated dissociation, where the neutral fragment is ejected simultaneously with the charge separation, \(M^{2+} \rightarrow m_1 + m_2^+ + m_3^+\). To disentangle sequential and concerted dissociation mechanisms fragment’s kinetic energy correlation is presented within the Dalitz plot \[86, 87\]. In this method, for each event squared momentum, \(\epsilon_i = |P_i|^2 / \Sigma_j |P_j|^2\), is used and due to the normalization to \(\Sigma_i \epsilon_i = 1\) the coordinates extend through the two dimensions of \(\left((\epsilon_3)/(E_k - 1/3)\right)\) and \(\left((\epsilon_2-\epsilon_1)/(E_k \sqrt{3})\right)\), where \(E_k\) is the total kinetic energy released in dissociation. Momentum conservation requires the data points in the Dalitz plot to lie inside a circle with radius 1/3, centred at the origin, as shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). Presenting fragment’s kinetic energy correlation within the Dalitz plot, preferred dissociation mechanisms can immediately be recognized from

---

**Figure 4.4:** Ion-ion correlation map of ammonia N1s-4a\(_1\) excitation. The three tilted pattern correspond to two, three, and four body dissociation.
Figure 4.5: Intensity distribution within the squared momentum coordinates of Dalitz plot of three-body dissociation differs for sequential and concerted mechanisms (a). Mechanisms involved in the three-body dissociation following ammonia N1s-4a$_1$ excitation is studied using KER-filtered Dalitz plots. Sequential dissociation (b) changes to concerted dissociation (d) from low KER range to high KER range.

the intensity distribution of features.

For instance, in Fig. 4.5 mechanisms of three-body dissociation into H/H$^+$/NH$^+$ in ammonia N1s-4a$_1$ excitation is investigated within the total KER-filtered Dalitz plots. Different regions of the Dalitz plots is dominated for different kinetic energy ranges. Clearly, different dissociation mechanisms are associated with these, as both sequential and concerted processes are identified in the data. The features observed for 0–10 eV KER [see Fig. 4.5 (b)] shows low intensity distribution perpendicular to the H axis and the NH$^+$ and the H$^+$ fragments are anti-correlated to each other, which is an indication of a sequential dissociation, in which neutral H is ejected in the first step. This could be attributed to the ultra-fast N-H bond elongation upon N1s-4a$_1$ excitation, where loss of the neutral H occurs prior to Auger decay imparting a relatively low KER to the neutral H [88]. The features observed for 10–20 eV KER [see Fig. 4.5 (b)] shows evidences of both sequential and concerted dissociation mechanisms. Whilst asymmetrical distribution appears on the NH$^+$ axis reflects that the H and H$^+$ are emitted with equal momenta during a concerted
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breakup, evidence of sequential dissociation is still seen as the NH\textsuperscript{+} fragment carries away more significant kinetic energy. For the higher KER range, 20-30 eV KER [see Fig. 4.5 (c)] the asymmetrical distribution is more shifted to the center implies processes with a much more concerted character than those taking place in lower KER ranges.

**Figure 4.6:** Newton plot of a three-body dissociation channel in fully deuteriated butadiene following C1s–\( \pi^* \) excitation. The KER-filtered histogram of angles between ionic fragments in the three-body dissociation of the fully deuteriated (b).

### 4.2.6 Fragment’s angular correlation

Fragment’s momentum correlation can be presented in different ways beyond determining the total KER of three-body dissociation. In Dalitz plot fragment’s KER correlation are presented in such a way that conserves both temporal and structural information; however, for direct visualization of the molecular structure at the instant of dissociation, presentation of fragments angular correlation is required. This is possible within the Newton plot [89, 90], in which relative distribution of fragment’s momentum around the center of the mass of the fragments (the position of the parent molecule) is shown on the 2D plane of momentum conservation. In the laboratory frame the common plane of the three fragments’ momenta is arbitrarily oriented in space because we detect events for all molecular orientations. During data analysis we rotate the three momentum vectors of each event such that they have only non-zero components in the (x,y) plane. An example of Newton plot is shown in Fig. 4.6 (a) for a three-body (D/C\textsubscript{2}D\textsubscript{2}/C\textsubscript{2}D\textsubscript{3}) dissociation channel in
**Figure 4.7:** The ion-ion correlation map upon C1s–π* excitation in fully (a) and partly (b) deuteriated samples. The histogram of the angles between two ionic fragments in the three-body dissociation channels of the fully deuteriated (c) and the partly deuteriated (d) and (e) samples for different C1s resonance excitations.

butadiene (C₄D₆) upon C₇1s to π* excitation. The fragment’s vectors are rotated such that the deuterium has only a non-zero component in the y direction, which is always positive. This means that the deuterium is always directed vertically, but its momentum is not drawn. Instead, we plot the momentum distributions of the two heavy fragments in the common (x,y) plane where the x momentum components of the C₂D⁺ ions are restricted to positive values and those of the C₂D₃⁺ ions to negative values. The momenta of the C₂D⁺ and the C₂D₃⁺ ions form a ring-like structure with an offset center from the origin in y-direction reflecting the recoil of the deuterium momentum, which indicates well a two-step sequential dissociation where D is ejected prior to charge separation. As a basic rule in dissociation of hydrocarbons, ejection of light mass of H atoms acts as a "cooling" process to prevent dissociation of the carbon chain. This means that following Auger decay populating final states the molecule ejects several H atoms depending on the internal energy. As seen in the ion-ion correlation map of deuteriated butadiene (C₄D₆) upon C₇1s to π* excitation
covering charge separation through the central C-C bond dissociation [see Fig. 4.7 (a)] several ion pairs appear in which the total number of D atoms differ. Considering three-body dissociation in the planar geometry, where one D atom is ejected prior to charge separation into \( \text{C}_2\text{D}_2^+ / \text{C}_2\text{D}_3^+ \) ion pair (D), the more the internal energy is released via the D-ejection, or to the lesser extent the D-ejection occurs out of the molecular plane, the smaller the angles between two ionic fragments will be. As seen in Fig. 4.6 (b), the role of internal energy is well reflected on the KER-filtered histogram of the angles between two ionic fragments: the angles between two ionic fragments in 0-10 eV KER of dissociation range reaches larger values by about 12° degree compared to the angles in 10-20 eV KER of dissociation, and by about 24° degree compared to the angles in 20-30 eV KER of dissociation. The linear decrease of the angle with KER indicates complete transfer of excess internal energy to the KE of D-atom. While these angles are KER-dependent, the KER-independent histogram of angles between ionic fragments in the two mass-distinguished three-body channels of partly deuteriated butadiene sample (C\(_4\)H\(_2\)D\(_4\)) [see the ion-ion correlation map in Fig. 4.7 (b)] show that an out-of-plane nuclear motion following \( C_T \) resonance excitation precedes D-ejection. The larger angles are achieved at this photon energy compared to the vibrational excitation and central resonance excitation [see Fig. 4.7 (e)], indicating contribution of different nuclear geometries to the dissociation when the photon energy is changed over C1s excitation. This will be further discussed in section 5.2.2.
Chapter 5

Molecular photo-dissociation

5.1 Dissociative double ionization

Understanding ultra-fast molecular photo-dissociation requires deep insight into the underlying connection between electronic and nuclear motions. Provided that electronic motion sets in much faster than nuclear motion (the Born-Oppenheimer approximation), the question is to what extent and by which mechanisms electronic processes can dynamically influence or determine the outcome of molecular dissociation. This can be achieved by combining tunable synchrotron radiation and coincident ion measurements: while tuning the photon energy to (directly or indirectly) prepare doubly-ionized molecules in specific electronic states, a complete picture of dissociation is obtained when ion-ion momentum correlations are measured. By extracting the coincident data into ion-ion correlation map we identify dissociation channels, appearance energy (AE), yield of dissociation, and KER values. In what follows, one can compare the photon-dependent results with ab-initio multi-configuration calculations to correlate electronic and nuclear dynamics of the dissociation.

5.1.1 Coulomb repulsion vs. H-migration in butadiene

(Paper I)

In dissociation of doubly charged molecules, one might think that the dominant scenario is charge separation via breaking the weakest bond. However, ion-ion coincidence measurements in a variety of molecules show that double ionization causes molecular dissociation into channels which are not expected to originate based on the bond strength [91, 92, 93]. When a molecule becomes ionized (or excited), it
receives additional internal (electronic + vibration) energy which can lead to isomerization (nuclear rearrangement) of the parent molecule. Of all the isomerizations of hydrocarbons, only those of unsaturated ones allow a clear formulation [94]. In unsaturated hydrocarbons rapid H atom (or π-electron) replacement between adjacent and aligned C2p orbitals enables dissociation of different isomers [95, 96]. In the case of double ionization, due to the Coulomb repulsion, H-migration is, however, affected by enhancing the distance between two moving charges. At first glance in the ion-ion correlation map of butadiene (as the simplest π-conjugated system) measured at 32 eV photon energy (see Fig. 5.1), it appears that simple charge separation is overshadowed by H-migration processes: despite the fact that the central C-C bond is the weakest bond in the neutral molecule, asymmetric charge separation occurs before the symmetric one. In addition, as seen in the ion-ion map, two metastable C4H62+ and C4H42+ dication species [see the extended "tail"] are created in which H migration processes lead to asymmetric charge separation and CH3+ fragments.

**Figure 5.1:** Ion-ion correlation map of butadiene at 32 eV photon energy. Symmetric and asymmetric charge separation and AE of the first three channels are indicated. In symmetric charge separation a significant fraction of the ion pairs are not measured due to electronics dead-time limitations for particles arriving simultaneously.

Comparison of the experimental results with the *ab-initio* calculated minimum energy reaction pathways shown in Fig. 5.2 indicates that, in fact, the π−2 states work as gateway to these dissociation channels. Double ionization of the two π-symmetric MO’s, 1b̄g making terminal C=C bonds and 1āu making central C=C bond, leads to three configurations of 1b−2, 1b−11a−1, and 1a−2, in which ionization energy increases with Coulomb repulsion (distance) of the two charges along the carbon chain. As seen in Fig. 5.2, the first asymmetric charge separation, channel (1), appears at 26.0 eV, about 1 eV above the dication ground state (1b−2). Calculation shows that the (1b−2) state is stable with respect to symmetric charge separation, while it has sufficient internal energy for a series of sequential 1,2 H-migration. The lowest potential barrier for asymmetric charge separation is calculated to be 25.91 eV, which corresponds to charge separation in the 1,2-butadiene dication into the
Figure 5.2: Calculated energy diagram at the level of CASCF/CASPT2-cc-pVTZ showing reaction pathways of the butadiene dication states from the Franck-Condon region to the dissociation channels (1), (2), and (3). The conformational rearrangement determines the dissociation pathways. Ion pairs in channel (1) are produced after H-migration from a central carbon to its closest terminal carbon initiated by the CH$_2$ twisting (gauche-conformer) after $b_g^{-1}b_g^{-1}$ double-ionization. H$_2$ evaporation takes place on cis-conformer through central C-C bond torsional motion.

CH$_3^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ cation pair [channel (1)]. Below this potential barrier a sea of C$_4$H$_6^{2+}$ isomers exist which are stable up to 0.86 eV above the $1b_g^{-2}$ state. This explains the creation of metastable C$_4$H$_6^{2+}$, and the extended "tail" seen in this channel. The direct symmetric charge separation, channel (2), appears at 29.5 eV, close to the calculated potential barrier of dissociation of the excited dication state ($1b_g^{-1}1a_u^{-1}$) at 29.54 eV energy. The second asymmetric charge separation, channel (3), appears at 30.50 eV, corresponding to the trans to cis conformation of $1a_u^{-2}$ state. The minimum reaction pathway of this channel leads to H$_2$-ejection from the cis-conformer when the two terminal H-atoms approach each other. The potential barrier of H$_2$-ejection from this state is calculated to lie above 32 eV. Thus, H$_2$-ejection from the excited states requires internal conversion (IC) to the vibrational states of the ground state. Since the IC rate depends directly on the density of vibrational states, on the order of $10^{-14}$ second, this provides an additional explanation for the extended "tail" that is seen for this channel. The resulting [CH-CH-CH-CH$_2^+$] intermediate state has sufficient internal energy for a series of H-migration and asymmetric charge separation processes. The lowest barrier for charge separation into the CH$_3^+$ and C$_3$H$_3^+$
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Figure 5.3: Charge separation vs. H-migration in butadiene $\pi^{-2}$ dication states. Double ionization of $\pi$ orbitals leads to three electronic configurations, in which ionization energy increases with Coulomb repulsion (distance) of the two charges in $\pi$ orbitals. Whether the dication is stable or not is, however, determined by symmetric hole/charge distribution.

The mechanisms of dissociation following double ionization of $\pi$ orbitals is schematically summarized in Fig. 5.3. Although double ionization of $1a_u$ orbital, which is predominantly distributed on the central C-C bond, leads to the highest Coulomb repulsion between the two central carbons, symmetric charge separation via central C-C bond breaking is associated to the $1b_g^{-1}1a_u^{-1}$ dication state, where the two constituent ethylene groups are symmetrically inequivalent; while double ionization to $1b_g^{-2}$ and $1a_u^{-2}$ dication states, where the two ethylene groups remain equivalent, leaves the dication stable for conformational rearrangement and charge transfer processes via H-migration and H$_2$-ejection. On the right side of Fig. 5.3 mechanisms of charge transfer are shown. After double-ionization of $1b_g$ orbital, the two ionized C$_2$p$_z$s at the end of the carbon chain are free to rotate to lie parallel to the adjacent C-H bonds attached to the central carbons (gauche conformation). This initiates H-migration processes from one end to another end leading to asymmetric charge separation. In double ionization of the $1a_u$ orbital, the two ionized C$_2$p$_z$s at the central carbons are free to rotate leading to a trans-cis conformation. This provides molecular hydrogen ejection from the two end carbons, moving close to each other in the cis conformation, which triggers hole/charge transfer processes from the central carbons to the end of the chain. A similar situation is found in the gauche confor-
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Dissociation which leads to asymmetric charge separation. The experimental KER of the dissociation channels shown in Fig. 5.3 are in good agreement with the calculated ones indicated in Fig. 5.2: the KER of symmetric charge separation channel reaches larger values by approximately 1 eV compared to the asymmetric charge separation channels, which confirms the significance of Coulomb repulsion in symmetric charge separation channel and charge transfer processes in asymmetric charge separation channels stabilizing $C_4H_6^2+$ and $C_4H_4^2+$ species. Therefore, we can hypothesize that in double ionization of conjugated $\pi$ orbitals symmetric charge distribution leads to stable dication species and out of plane twisting/torsion motions provide a means for controlling charge transfer processes. This should be reproduced in larger $\pi$-conjugated systems.

5.1.2 Double ionization (direct or indirect)

One photon double ionization process itself provides insight into electron correlation effects. Ejection of two electrons by single-photon absorption could be classified into two mechanisms: (1) sequential (indirect) double ionization in which two electrons are removed independently, where initial ionization of an inner-valence leads to autoionization, and (2) non-sequential (direct) double ionization during which the sudden removal of one electron causes a quiver motion of the remaining correlated-electrons that "shakes" a second electron off (or knocks it out), as shown schematically in Fig. 2.2 (b). Although in the latter mechanism, due to the simultaneous involvement of two electrons and the electron-electron correlation effects, the situation of the polarized light absorption probability is complicated, and to precisely define double ionization mechanisms energy-resolved measurements of both emitted electrons is required; the study of coincident photo-ion angular distribution as a function of photon energy allows us to investigate dynamics of double ionization including the subsequent nuclear motion [97, 98].

In paper I, anisotropic angular distribution of the fragments upon dissociative double photoionization of butadiene at 35 to 45 eV photon energy is reported. The anisotropy of the angular distribution can be regarded as the combined effects of two main conditions: (a) the absorption of the VUV photon occurs when the molecule has the most favourable alignment of the orbitals involved in the double photoionization; (b) the whole double photoionization process, followed by the separation of two ionic fragments, must occur in a time frame shorter than the rotational period of the dication. Therefore, at those energies where the product ions exhibit an angular
anisotropy, the two above conditions have to be completely fulfilled. In Fig. 5.4 angular anisotropy of the ejected H and carbon-based fragments in the sequential three-body dissociation $H/C_2H_2^+/C_2H_3^+$ are shown at three photon energies. Since in planar 1,3-trans butadiene the C-H and C-C bonds are nearly perpendicular, H-atom ejection is expected to be at very different angles with respect to dissociation of carbon-carbon bonds. At 35 eV photon energy, the measured angular distribution of the ejected H-atom is characterized by $\beta$ equal to $-0.6\pm0.1$, while the angular distribution of the carbon based fragments arose after charge separation by the central carbon bond dissociation is more parallel to the polarization vector of the light with $\beta=0.47$. The well defined angular distributions indicates that both C-H and C-C bonds dissociate at time frames significantly shorter than the rotational period of the parent molecule. The molecular alignment with the carbon backbone parallel to the light polarization vector indicates the dominant parallel transition symmetry of double-ionization at this photon energy. The fact that molecular alignment at different photon energies does not show any change in the angular distributions shows no evidence of indirect double ionization through resonant excitation that populates doubly ionized states in this energy region, since $\beta$ is constant with photon energy. Domination of direct double-ionization in this energy region pinpoints an important property of butadiene, that there is a strong correlation between electrons contributing to C-H and C=C bonds.

5.1.3 Selective ring-deformation in cyclopropane
(Paper III)

In the field of controlling molecular dissociation cyclopropane can be regarded as an ideal example. As discussed in section 2.2.1, due to the highly strained triangular
carbon structure in cyclopropane ultra-fast ring-opening occurs at the instant of ionization of the doubly-degenerate $3e''$ orbitals (contributing to the C-C bonds), the Jahn-Teller distortion. Regarding double ionization process of $3e'$ orbitals, if ultra-fast ring-opening intervenes between two electronic transitions, it enhances the possibility of indirect double ionization below the vertical double-ionization threshold \[99, 100, 101\]. Potential energy of the seventeen lowest cyclopropane dication states is calculated shown in Fig. 3.1 (e). The first four dication states lying in the 31.28-32.59 eV energy region correspond to double ionization of the doubly-degenerate $3e'$ orbitals. However, geometry optimization calculation indicates that the vertical double ionization leaves the the dication with sufficient internal energy for ring-opening, H-migration, and H$_2$-ejection [see Fig. 3.3 (b)]. We measured coincident ions when tuning the photon energy from 25 eV corresponding to the minima points (trimethylene and diethylecarbene) of dication ground state to 35 eV corresponding to population of $1e''^{-2}$ dication states. In Fig. 5.5 the ion-ion correlation map together with TOF mass spectrum covering the $\text{C}_3\text{H}_{6+n}^2+$ ($i = 1 - 4$) dication species are shown. The AE of different channels are indicated in the figure. Although above the DIP$_V$ at 31.28 eV, evidence of direct charge separation is seen: the $\text{CH}_3^+$/C$_2$H$_4^+$ ion pair appears at 31.5 eV corresponding to simultaneous dissociation of two C-C bonds, and the $\text{H}_3^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ ion pair appears at 32.5 eV corresponding to simultaneous dissociation of three C-H bonds; the most intensive dissociation channels occur below the vertical double ionization: the $\text{CH}_3^+$/C$_2$H$_3^+$ ion pair associated with H-migration appears at 29.5 eV photon energy, and (not the parent dication but instead) a sharp peak at $m/z=20$ corresponding to the C$_3$H$_4^+$ dication appears on the mass spectrum at 30.5 eV, which later at 32.5 eV fragments into the $\text{H}^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ ion pair [see the extended "metastable tail" of the $\text{H}^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ ion pair in Fig. 5.5].

Considering two dissociation channels that lead to $\text{CH}_3^+$/C$_2$H$_3^+$ and $\text{CH}_2^+$/C$_2$H$_4^+$ ion pairs, although both channels involve breaking two C-C bonds, the ring-deformation mechanisms underlying these channels are different: two unequally elongated C-C bonds favour H-migration below the DIP$_V$, while two equally elongated C-C bonds favour direct charge separation. The calculated minimum reaction pathways for the $\text{CH}_3^+$/C$_2$H$_3^+$ and $\text{CH}_2^+$/C$_2$H$_4^+$ ion pairs shown in Fig. 5.6 correlates these channels to double ionization of the $3e'$ orbitals. Double ionization of the doubly degenerate $3e'$ orbitals leads to different configurations owing different bonding characteristics: while double ionization of both $3e'$ orbitals to the lowest triplet and singlet uu/ud
states symmetrically distributes two charges over the triangular carbon structure. Double ionization from one \(3e'\) orbital to the orbitally-degenerate \(2\sigma/0\sigma\) states asymmetrically distributes the two charges over the triangular carbon structure. Accordingly, ring-deformation in these states proceeds differently: Double ionization to the \(uu/ud\) states spontaneously relaxes via two C-C bonds elongation, and double ionization to the orbitally-degenerate \(2\sigma/0\sigma\) states undergoes Jahn-Teller distortion which is predominantly along one elongated C-C bond. Equal elongation of two C-C bonds correlates the \(uu/ud\) dication states to the ground state of the \(\text{CH}_3^+ / \text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+\) ion pair; while elongation of single C-C bond creates the lower Jahn-Teller component of the \(2\sigma/0\sigma\) states at 25.04 eV, 6 eV below the vertical double ionization threshold, in which ionized C2p of the terminal carbons are aligned to the central H atoms (similar to the \(\pi\)-conjugated state) and causes the molecule to undergo H-migration (from central to terminal) or \(\text{H}_2\)-ejection (from the central carbon). The \(\text{CH}_3^+ / \text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+\) ion pair appears at 29.5 eV which is about 2 eV above the calculated minimum potential barrier of dissociation of the propene dication. The experimental KER of dissociation peaks in good agreement with the calculated KER of dissociation of propene dication [see Fig. 5.6 (a)]. This suggests that population of the lower Jahn-Teller component occurs through indirect double ionization processes. The intermediate highly excited singly-ionized states populated at 29.5 eV decay through autoionization and ring-opening thus populating the lower Jahn-Teller component of the \(2\sigma/0\sigma\) states. The \(\text{CH}_3^+ / \text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+\) ion pair appears at 31.5 eV, corresponding to the vertical double ionization to the \(uu/ud\) dication states, however the experimental KER distribution is peaked at 5 eV which is 1.5 eV less than the calculated KER of dissociation upon direct ionization [see Fig. 5.6 (b)]. This indicates domination of indirect double ionization at 31.5 eV, in which 1.5 eV internal energy is released.
5.2 Dissociation following core-electron excitation

As discussed earlier, when a core-electron is excited in a molecule, due to the sudden change in the nuclear charge at the site of excitation, a non-stationary state is created in which the molecule starts to relax via geometry change and Auger decay. The nuclear and electronic correlations lead to population of singly and doubly ionized states, in which the molecule dissociates toward different pathways. One way to disentangle these correlations, and the role of nuclear geometry change on Auger decay is by recording dissociation dynamics while manipulating the initial condition of the wave-packet. For this propose we tune the photon energy for vibrational-site-
or state-selective core-electron excitation in molecules. For instance, in the following we investigate how dissociation pathways change upon site-selective terminal and central carbon 1s excitation in butadiene, and whether the dissociation pattern changing upon cyclopropane carbon 1s excitation to different valence orbitals ($\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$) is connected to the anti-bonding character of the valence orbitals.

### 5.2.1 Core-hole scattering

In principle, following core-electron excitation the nuclear geometry changes until the core-hole decays. Auger decay thus serves as a stopwatch for the nuclear motion on the femtosecond core-hole lifetime. We start our study by manipulating wave-packet propagation within the core-hole lifetime. To this end a narrow bandwidth photon energy is frequency tuned to excite a subset of vibrational states of PES. The basic rule is that detuning the photon energy away from the resonance energy shortens the core-hole scattering duration time $\tau = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Gamma^2 + \Omega^2}}$, where $\Gamma$ is the core-hole lifetime width and $\Omega$ is the detuning energy [102, 74]. This means that by detuning the photon energy over the resonance excitation we can manipulate the extent of geometry change before Auger decay, and thus having access to different region of PESs of final states.

A good starting point is to visualize to what extent the geometry changes following ammonia N1s-4a$_1$ excitation, studied in paper V. In ammonia switching from pyramidal geometry to planar geometry occurs within hydrogen motion on femtosecond timescale in competition with Auger decay. Considering angular distribution of H$^+/\text{NH}_2^+$ ion pair in the fixed in space molecule, where $\mu_\perp=A_1 \otimes A_1 \otimes A_1=A_1$ [see Fig. 5.7 (a)], the initial alignment in the core-excited molecules with N-H bond angle of 53° with respect to the light polarization vector should lead to $\beta \rightarrow 1$, as shown by the black curve in Fig. 5.7 (a). This is, however, not the case if within the core-hole lifetime molecule evolves toward the planar geometry, as the bond angle changes with respect to the polarization vector of the light, leading $\beta \rightarrow 1$, as shown by the blue filled curve in Fig. 5.7 (b). The TIY spectrum of ammonia over the N1s-4a$_1$ and N1s-2e resonance excitations is shown in Fig. 5.7 (b). Geometry optimization calculation indicated an almost planar geometry as the equilibrium geometry of the N1s-4a$_1$ state, in which the potential barrier for the NH$_2$-H elongation has the highest value about 0.2 eV [see the schematic cuts of the PES thorough bending and stretching vibrational modes in Fig. 5.7 (c)]. Accordingly, as seen in Fig. 5.7 (d), angular distribution of the two-body H$^+/\text{NH}_2^+$ dissociation is dramatically changed.
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Figure 5.7: Molecular frame for NH₃ bending motion following N1s-4a₁ excitation (a). The angular distribution of H⁺/NH₂⁺ ion pair, I(θ), will indicate whether the core-hole lifetime works as a clock for evolution of nuclear geometry. Total ion yield of ammonia N1s excitation and associated vibrational features of N1s-4a₁ state (b). The schematic cuts of the PES of the N1-4a₁ state along NH₃ bending and N-H bond elongation coordinates (c). Histogram of angular distribution of H⁺ detected in coincidence with NH₂⁺ is presented for the resonance (I) and (II) excitations (d).

depending on the excitation to different regions of the PES of the core-excited state: while excitation to the low energy side of the PES (I) leads to β = -0.2 indicating long enough core-hole duration time for geometry change toward planar geometry, detuning the photon energy above the resonance (II) leads to β = 0.57 indicates that core-hole Auger decay occurs within the initial molecular geometry.

5.2.2 Site-selective C1s to π⁺ excitation in butadiene
(Paper II)

One of the questions that is addressed in this thesis is whether site-selective localized core-electron excitation causes the molecules to preferentially dissociate around the site of excitation, and that to what extent nuclear geometry change prior to Auger
A promising system for studying site-selective dissociation is butadiene. As discussed earlier, the extent of geometry change and "degree of localization" in Auger decay differs following terminal and central core electron excitation to the $\pi^*$ orbital, which motivated us to look for site-selective dissociation in this molecule. The most straightforward way to visualize site-selective dissociation is using the partly deuteriated sample ($C_4H_2D_4$), in which terminal H is replaced with D. Considering three-body dissociation in the $C_4D_6$ sample where one D atom is ejected prior to charge separation into $C_2D_2^+/C_2D_3^+$ ion pair [see Fig. 4.7 (a)], in the $C_4H_2D_4$ sample this channel splits into two mass-separated $C_3HD^+/C_2HD_2^+$ and $C_2D_2^+/C_2HD_2^+$ channels, distinguishing terminal and central site of D/H ejection [see Fig. 4.7 (b)]. The yield of these channels as a function of photon energy [see Fig. 5.8 (a)] indicates that the rapid H/D ejection following core-electron excitation is a sensitive probe for "degree of hole localization" in Auger decay: whilst a terminal carbon core hole increases D ejection from the terminal site and decreases H ejection from the central site, a central core hole does not change the statistical pattern (measured on off-resonance excitation). It is not clear to us how fast H/D ejection after core-electron excitation is, but the dissociation yield shows while creation of a hole on the terminal site remains localized, creation of a hole on the central site dissipates completely. We can speculate that not only participator Auger decay of a terminal core hole is more localized than the central core hole, but also spectator Auger decay of terminal core hole to the double ionization continuum is more localized than the central core hole.

Regarding site-selective geometry change following core-hole localization the direction of the rapid H/D ejection is interesting to visualize. Considering angular correlation of the mass-distinguished fragments [see section 4.2.6] in planar butadiene, the out-of-plane symmetry breaking at the site of excitation (predicted by "Z+1" model) is reflected in the angle of H/D ejection, and consequently, is reflected on the histogram of the angles between two ionic fragments. The histogram of the angles between the ionic fragments in the three-body dissociation channels in $C_4D_6$ and $C_4H_2D_4$ samples are shown in Fig. 4.7 (c), (d), and (e). Following resonant excitation of the terminal carbon the angle between the ionic fragments extends to larger values compared to the excitation at higher photon energies. Considering constant KER of dissociation in these photon energies, the angular variation suggests that an out-of-plane geometry change occurs within the terminal core-hole lifetime, and mostly at the site of excitation. As predicted by the "Z+1" model different
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Figure 5.8: The role of site-selective terminal and central C1s–π* excitation in butadiene is examined on the yields of dissociation channels corresponding to the rapid H/D ejection (a) and to the isomerization pathways (b).

behaviour following terminal and central C1s–π* excitation is justified due to the different bonding character of the occupied π* orbital on these sites (anti-bonding on terminal bonds and bonding on central bond).

Now we have examined our postulate (discussed in section 5.1.1) that site-selective out-of-plane motion in butadiene (or generally in π-conjugated system) determines the subsequent charge-transfer processes. If duration of the geometry change lasts long enough with respect to the core hole lifetime and during the Auger decay, final dissociation pathways are selectively launched. Ion yields corresponding to dissociation of different isomers are measured as a function of photon energy [Fig. 5.8 (b)]. As discussed in section 5.1.1, the gauche and cis pathways correspond to the gateway states in which dissociation is extensively launched toward out-of-plane symmetry breaking on terminal (CH₂ twisting) and central site (C-C torsion) respectively, and the trans pathway corresponds to the gateway state in which dissociation proceeds via direct symmetric charge separation. Accordingly, the longer the duration of out-of-plane geometry change in the core hole lifetime...
and during the Auger decay, the more the gauche and cis pathways contribute to the dissociation. As seen in Fig. 5.8 (b) the gauche and trans dissociation pathways are enhanced upon C1s to $\pi^*$ excitation, while the cis dissociation pathway is not affected. This is well justified due to longer timescale of heavy mass C-atom motion in trans-cis conformation compared to the shorter timescale of light mass H-atom motion in trans-gauche conformation. On the other hand, the extent of geometry change on the terminal core-hole lifetime is indicated on the relative ratio of gauche and trans pathways: while on resonant excitation of terminal C1s, where the extent of out-of-plane geometry change in the terminal core hole life time is the largest, the gauche pathway is more enhanced; while detuning the photon energy above the resonance, and also on resonance excitation of central C1s, the symmetric charge separation on the trans pathway increases. In summary, by comparison of dissociation following terminal and central core hole localization the mechanisms behind the site-selective dissociation are addressed: while extension of out-of-plane H-motion within the terminal core-hole lifetime increases site-selective dissociation (H-ejection and H-migration in Gauche dissociation), Auger decay of the planar geometry within the central core hole lifetime does not lead to localized dissociation.

5.2.3 C1s state-selective excitation in cyclopropane (Paper IV)

Another way to address the question of whether a core hole induced geometry change perturbs the many-body Auger effect is by comparing molecular dissociation for core-electron excitation to different valence orbitals. For this investigation, cyclopropane is an ideal example. In the triangular structure of carbon ring the degenerated $C_{2p}$ orbitals are spatially distinguished in the $x,y$ and $z$ directions of molecule. As can be seen in the TTY spectrum of cyclopropane near the C1s edge shown in Fig. 5.9, C1s excitation to $\pi^*_{ex} (2a''_2)$ and $\sigma^*_{ex} (1a'_{1g})$ orbitals take place below the C1s ionization edge and C1s excitation to $\sigma^*_{in} (5e')$ orbitals is in the C1s continuum. Regarding different symmetry and anti-bonding characters over the ring-system on these orbitals ($2a''_2$ and $1a'_{1g}$ are symmetric with respect to the molecular axis and $5e'$ is asymmetric), with selective excitation to these states different types of ring-deformations are induced.

In cyclopropane excitation of the equivalent C1s to symmetric orbitals gives rise to degenerate core-excited states, which in turn can couple vibronically through different modes of symmetry. Therefore, following C1s excitation to symmetric $2a''_2$ and $1a'_{1g}$ orbitals evidence of ring-deformation coupling (Jahn-Teller distortion) is re-
Figure 5.9: TIY spectrum for C1s to $\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$ transitions in cyclopropane. The polar plots show angular anisotropy of $\text{CH}_2^+$ fragments recorded in coincidence with $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+$ fragments following C1s→2a" $\sigma^*$ (a), C1s→1a' $\sigma^*$ (b), and C1s→5e' $\sigma^*$ (c) excitations. The molecular alignment in C1s-1a' $\sigma^*$ transition created via Jahn-Teller (J-T) vibronic coupling of the degenerate states, and the Jahn-Teller distortion of degenerate states in C1s-5e' transition (d).

flected in the angular distribution of fragments. In the polar plots (a)-(c) the angular distributions of the $\text{CH}_2^+$ ion recorded in coincidence with $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4^+$ for the three C1s resonance excitations are shown. While the corresponding $\beta$ values for the C1s→2a" $\sigma^*$ (a) and C1s→5e' $\sigma^*$ (c) excitation are in qualitative agreement with the initial molecular alignment (see discussion in section 2.2.3); the anisotropic distribution with positive $\beta$ value following C1s-1a' $\sigma^*$ excitation is evidence for Jahn-Teller active vibronic coupling in this transition. For C1s excitation to the symmetric 1a' $\sigma^*$ orbital, as discussed in Section 2.2.3, no photo-absorption spatial-selectivity exists (see character Table. 2.1); however, an anisotropic distribution of the fragment with positive $\beta$ value is recorded which indicates that the Jahn-Teller active ring-deformation vibrational mode $e'$ is coupled to the transition. This means that following C1s-1a' $\sigma^*$ excitation the $D_3h$ symmetry of equilateral triangle structure reduces toward two $C_2v$ isosceles triangle minimum energy structures, by which a dipole moment is cre-
ated via one or two C-C bond elongation along the polarization vector of the light. Therefore, as seen in Fig. 5.9 (d), the three degenerate C1s states split into singly and doubly degenerate states where the potential energy of the core-excited states change depending on the location of the core-excited carbon with respect to the ring-deformation. It is worth mentioning that in the positive anisotropy of CH$_2^+$ angular distribution following C1s to 5e' excitation the Jahn-Teller distortion can also be involved. Although in C1s-5e' excitation the dipole matrix element is coordinated along x(y)-axes of the molecule, contribution of Jahn-Teller distortion leads to $\mu_{x(y)} = (A_1' \otimes E' \otimes E') \otimes E' = A_1' + A_2' + 3E'$, and thus retains the initial molecular alignment. The Jahn-Teller splitting upon C1s-5e' transition creates a complex situation due to the excitation of the three equivalent C1s to the doubly-degenerate 5e' orbitals, in which a pair of three degenerate core-excited states splits into four states [see Fig. 5.9 (d)].

As discussed in Section 5.1.3, in cyclopropane the direction of ring-deformation dissociation is strongly connected to the symmetry of two charges/holes distribution over the ring-structure. Double ionization of doubly-degenerate 3e' ($\sigma$-type) orbitals selectively determines the direction of ring-opening (C-C elongation): either two charges are symmetrically distributed over the ring ($uu/ud$ states) leading to direct ring-opening into CH$_2^+/C_2H_4^+$ ion pair or two charges are asymmetrically distributed over the ring ($20/02$ states) leading to Jahn-Teller distortion and creation of C$_3$H$_6^{2+}$ and C$_3$H$_4^{2+}$ isomers lying below the DIPV, by which the molecule dissociates into CH$_3^+/C_2H_2^+$ and H$^+$/C$_3H_2^+$ ion pairs. In Fig. 5.10 the partial ion yield of dissociation following the C1s-2a''$_2$(1$\pi^*$), C1s-1a'$_2$(1$\sigma^*_{ex}$), and C1s-5e'($1\sigma^*_{in}$) resonances are shown. The dissociation yields of the resonances are compared with off-resonance yields at 280 eV and above ionization at 320 eV. If the anti-bonding character of core-to-valence excitation remains long enough during the Auger decay, final dissociation pathways are selectively launched. If the anti-bonding character of $\pi^*$ orbital on the CH$_2$ bonds (or bonding character on the C-C ring) remains at the Auger decay of C1s-$\pi^*$ states, it will be reflected on the yield of C-H bond dissociation channels (or ring-closing pathways). If the anti-bonding character of $\sigma^*$ orbitals on the C-C bonds remains during the Auger decay of C1s-$\sigma^*$ states, it will be reflected on the yield of C-C bond dissociation. In panel (a) and (b) of Fig. 5.10, branching ratios of dissociation into H$_2^+/C_3H_4^+$ and H$^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ channels are seen to be enhanced by C1s-$\pi^*$ excitation. An exception is the H$^+$/C$_3$H$_3^+$ channel which arises from ring-opening and is enhanced by C1s-$\sigma^*_{in}$ excitation. In panel (c) of Fig. 5.10, branching
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Figure 5.10: Partial ion yield of dissociation channels following cyclopropane C1s-2a'′(π*)\textsuperscript{*}, C1s-1a'\textsubscript{2}(σ*\textsubscript{ex}), and C1s-5e'(σ*\textsubscript{in}) resonances.

ratios of dissociation into CH\textsubscript{x}\textsuperscript{+}/C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{y}\textsuperscript{+} channels are seen to be enhanced upon C1s-σ* resonance excitation, but behave differently upon C1s to σ*\textsubscript{ex} and σ*\textsubscript{in} excitation. The C1s excitation to the σ*\textsubscript{in} orbital, asymmetrically distributed anti-bonding character over the carbon ring, strongly enhances branching ratios of a few channels of high intensity, including CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+}/C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} ion pair representing Jahn-Teller distortion of the 20/02 dication states; while the C1s excitation to the σ*\textsubscript{ex} orbital, symmetrically distributed anti-bonding character over the carbon ring, to a lesser extent enhances these channels and slightly enhances variety of low intensity channels, including the CH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+}/C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} ion pair representing the population of the repulsive uu/ud dication states. Considering the Jahn-Teller distortion in the C1s excitation to the σ* orbitals, the relative ratios of CH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+}/C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} and CH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+}/C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} ion pairs indicates the extent of
Jahn-Teller distortion of these core-excited states. The lower relative ratio of 2.7 for the C1s-$\sigma^*_\text{ex}$ excitation compared to the higher relative ratio of 8.9 for the C1s-$\sigma^*_\text{in}$ excitation, thus, indicates a lower extent of Jahn-Teller distortion in the C1s-$\sigma^*_\text{ex}$ compared to C1s-$\sigma^*_\text{in}$ excitation.

5.3 Summary and Remarks

In this thesis, dissociation of two model systems were investigated: butadiene, a prototype of $\pi$-conjugated systems, and cyclopropane, prototype of the highly strained ring systems. The molecules absorb single photon and double ionize either via valence double ionization or after core-electron excitation via Auger decay. Dissociation dynamics within the double ionization continuum were investigated by means of a combined tunable light source with 3D-momenta coincident ion spectroscopy and with the help of \textit{ab-initio} quantum calculation.

Dynamics of single photon double ionization in molecules are determined by dominant (electron-electron or electron-nucleus) correlation effects. In butadiene the photo absorption mainly occurs via direct (non-sequential) double ionization due to strongly correlated electrons contributing to the C-H and $\pi$ bonds. This leads to dication species that are stabilized by the electron-exchange interaction, and dissociation pathways that are determined by hole/charge separation of the dication states. In cyclopropane with strongly correlated electron and nuclear motions photoabsorption mainly leads to indirect double ionization, via ring-deformation involving two electronic transitions. Consequently dissociation pathways are determined by nuclear dynamics on the intermediate states.

Nuclear dynamics within the femtosecond timescale of core-to-valence excited state determine the subsequent dynamics. We have found that the origin of site-selective dissociation in core-excited butadiene depends upon the different timescales for H atom and C atom motions. The sudden change in the nuclear charge of the terminal carbon in core-electron excitation induces H motion on the site of excitation. The H motion is initiated prior to Auger decay and enhances the contribution of H-migration pathways to the final states. However, the sudden change in the nuclear charge of the central carbon in core-electron excitation induces \textit{trans-cis} motion which takes place on a longer timescale than the core-hole lifetime. Therefore, no site-selective effect is observed on the dissociation pattern. In cyclopropane excitation of equivalent C1s to $\sigma^*$ orbitals leads to Jahn-Teller distortion of the ring-system
within the core-hole lifetime. The Jahn-Teller distortion lasts long enough so that
dissociation pathways of the lower Jahn-Teller component in the double ionization
continuum are enhanced.

The decisive moment in molecular photodissociation is on the femtosecond timescale
when induced (charge migration + nuclear motion) many-body effects initiate molec-
ular internal energy distribution. This means to obtain control over the molecular
dissociation adequate knowledge about the underlying connection between electronic
and nuclear motion is required. An advanced quantum calculation could of course
be of great help in trying to understand the mechanism of isomerization reactions
occurring on a few femtosecond timescale. However, one could also think of ex-
periments with time-resolved multicoincidence photoelectron-photoion technique to
collect more evidence regarding many-body correlation effects.
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